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Executive summary

The migration flow continued to decrease remaining 
largely under control; coordination and cooperation 
remain crucial

An array of response measures, ranging 
from coordinated enhancement of bor-
der-controls by the most affected coun-
tries to policy actions supported by the 
EU, introduced at the end of 2015 and 
maintained throughout 2016 and 2017, 
contributed to a marked reduction in the 
volume of the non-regional1 migration 
flow observed in the Western Balkans.

Overall, on the Western Balkan route, 
the number of illegal border-crossings by 
non-regional migrants at and between 
border-crossing points (BCPs) decreased 
in 2017 to roughly 19 000 (down from over 
260 000 in 2016). The decreasing trend 
observed during the last nine months of 
2016 was mirrored in 2017. Each quarter 
of 2017 saw lower figures as the migra-
tory pressure remained relatively sta-
ble and returned to manageable levels.

The closure of the Western Balkans 
transit corridor in Q1 2016 was a crucial 
step towards tackling the migration cri-
sis and bringing the pressure down to 
manageable levels. 

As regards enhanced border-controls, 
specific measures were implemented at 
key transit points in the Eastern Mediter-
ranean, at main entry points at southern 
common borders of regional countries 
with EU Member States, as well as at 

1 Migrants of nationalities other than 
those of Albania, Kosovo*, Serbia, the 
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 
Montenegro or Bosnia and Herzegovina.

main exit points in the north of the re-
gion, especially at EU Member States 
common borders with Serbia.

At the southern common borders be-
tween the region and EU Member States 
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedo-
nia, Bulgaria, Greece and Serbia main-
tained their efforts both on their own 
(internal re-deployments) and with in-
ternational support in the framework of 
either EC-funded interventions2 (in the 
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 
and Serbia) or Frontex-coordinated JOs3 
(in Bulgaria and Greece).

In the north of the region Hungary 
strengthened border-controls by re-en-
forcing police presence, erecting tech-
nical obstacles while also redefining 
working procedures. Romania also im-
plemented an array of measures aimed at 
deterring migration from Serbia, among 
which it increased its detection capa-
bilities through redeployments of staff 
and equipment from other border po-
lice units or other national law enforce-
ment structures. Croatia also continued 
to devote resources to maintaining 

2 Project ‘Special measure supporting the 
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia to 
manage its southern border in the context 
of the European migration crisis’; a similar 
measure was later implemented at the 
Bulgarian-Serbian border.

3 JO Flexible Operational Activities South 
East, Western Balkans, EPN Poseidon

enhanced controls at its common bor-
der with Serbia.

In terms of policy responses, the 
EU-Turkey Statement on Stemming ir-
regular migration together with the im-
plementation of the Hotspot approach4 
on the Greek Aegean islands reduced 
and kept the migration flow from Tur-
key from re-escalating while preventing 
further movements towards the West-
ern Balkans.

The migration situation 
stabilised but coordination 
remains necessary

As coordinated restriction measures were 
maintained in the Aegean Sea, in the 
south and north of the Western Balkan 
region, as well as in destination coun-
tries, the non-regional flow of irregular 
migrants considerably declined and sta-
bilised throughout 2017.

The enhanced restrictions, however, 
led to a number of migrants becoming 
stranded in different locations along 
the route (i.e. on the Aegean Islands, 
the Greek mainland, in Bulgaria and 
in Serbia). These persons maintained a 
certain pressure at specific border sec-
tions as they repeatedly attempted to 
cross them, in spite of the decrease in 
the volume of irregular migrants trans-
iting the region.

Considering that the underlying con-
ditions for a rapid increase in migra-
tion pressure are still in place (i.e. large 
pool of would-be migrants in neigh-
bouring regions or within the Western 
Balkans, signs of continued search for 

4 Providing migrants with accommodation, 
as well as screening, registering and 
processing them on the islands rather than 
in the mainland Greece.
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travel alternatives along other sub-routes 
such as the Albania-Montenegro-Bos-
nia and Herzegovina–Croatia corridor), 
continued cooperation and coordinated 
response measures remain of crucial im-
portance, especially considering the pre-
cipitous growth of the migration flow in 
previous years.

Generally stable regional 
migration flow mainly observed 
at the region’s southern 
common borders with Greece

Most detected illegal border-crossings 
of regional migrants5 (around 76%) oc-
curred in the south of the region (at the 
common land borders between Greece, 

5 Migrants who are citizens of the Western 
Balkans countries.

Albania and the former Yugoslav Re-
public of Macedonia) and were, by and 
large, associated with Albanian circular 
migration6 to Greece.

In the northern part of the region 
(Hungary, Croatia and Romania’s borders 
with Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
and Montenegro) only approximately 
16% of the total illegal border-crossings 
by regional migrants were registered; for 
the most part they involved Kosovo* cit-
izens attempting to reach Western Euro-
pean destinations and to a lesser extent 
Albanian and Serbian.

A slight increase in the number of 
detected illegal border-crossings by na-
tionals of Kosovo* was observed between 
August and October. This likely resulted 

6 Seasonal movements of workers 
(Albania-Greece-Albania).

from media rumours (i.e. articles alleg-
ing massive outflows from this area, 
which may have encouraged some na-
tionals of Kosovo* to attempt migration). 
The authorities implemented preven-
tion measures similar to those success-
fully used to tackle the 2014/15 Kosovo* 
migration crisis (e.g. through checks on 
exit, profiling, refusals of exit limited 
number of licenses for transport com-
panies etc.) which kept the situation 
from escalating.
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Cross‑border criminality – firearms and drug smuggling

Small-scale firearm detections 
at the borders; continued 
presence of small and light 
weapons (SALW) in the region

Overall, the number of detections re-
ported within the general area of re-
sponsibility of the regional border police 
forces continued to reveal generally 
small quantities of firearms and am-
munition, mostly obtained for personal 
use. Detections involved both legally 
owned firearms used in illegal circum-
stances (e.g. hunting without a licence 
or out of season, ammunition forgot-
ten in luggage while travelling across 
borders etc.) as well as illegally owned 
weapons.

A number of cases involving the trans-
portation of relatively large quantities of 

weapons (especially gas-powered ones) 
were detected during 2017, indicating 
the possibility of a cross-border dimen-
sion of the phenomenon. Most of these 
detections however occurred on entry to 
the region showing that a demand for 
gas-powered weapons exists.

The estimated high number of fire-
arms in the region following past con-
flicts and the gun culture remain some 
of the main drivers behind the illicit 
possession of such goods. Moreover, the 
potential profits are likely to be an in-
centive for criminal groups to engage in 
selling firearms and distributing them 
in neighbouring regions and the EU.

Given the possible security impact 
of illegal firearms possession, closely 
monitoring the situation in the region 
is necessary.

Locally produced cannabis – 
the main smuggled narcotic 
substance

Local groups in Albania appear to have 
regained and further developed canna-
bis production capacity that was lost 
following police operations in 2014. Spe-
cifically, if the second half of 2014 and 
the whole of 2015 saw fewer detections 
of cannabis at the borders coupled with 
higher prices for the product, in 2016 
and 2017 a re-saturation of the regional 
market with this type of narcotic sub-
stance could be observed (record quan-
tities seized at the borders, lower prices 
on the black market).

The fact that the climate of some of 
the countries in the region is conducive 
to cultivating cannabis plants outside (on 
vast swaths of land) without the need for 
special incubators makes producing and 
trafficking this type of drug an inherent 
vulnerability in the Western Balkans.
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1. Introduction

As was the case with the previous (eight) 
issues, the current edition of the Western 
Balkans Annual Risk Analysis (WB-ARA) 
2018 has been produced by the Frontex 
Risk Analysis Unit (RAU) in cooperation 
with the Risk Analysis Units of the com-
petent border-control authorities of Alba-
nia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Mon-
tenegro, Serbia and Kosovo*.

The joint analytical activities are an 
integral part of the Western Balkans Risk 
Analysis Network (WB-RAN) in which all 

the mentioned Western Balkan countries 
actively participate.

The WB-RAN was established follow-
ing a proposal put forward by Frontex 
in May 2009.

The WB-ARA 2018 builds on knowl-
edge from previous editions of the an-
nual report, reporting provided by 
WB-RAN throughout 2017 and other rel-
evant documents available to Frontex.

The WB-ARA 2018 is structured around 
the following elements: (1) a description 
of the general context in which border 

controls at common and regional bor-
ders occur; (2) annual risk assessment 
that includes identification and detailed 
description of the main risks affecting 
both the area of the Western Balkans 
and EU Member States/Schengen Asso-
ciated Countries.

The statistical annex of the WB-ARA 
2018 includes detailed tables, describ-
ing the key indicators of irregular mi-
gration in detail.

The Frontex Risk Analysis Unit would 
like to thank all WB-RAN and FRAN 
members for their active participa-
tion throughout 2017 and their valua-
ble input.
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2. Methodology
In order to facilitate the exchange 

of information between WB-RAN coun-
tries and Frontex, the European Commis-
sion and Frontex set up a secure Internet 
platform on the European Commission’s 
Circa server similar to what is available 
for the FRAN. This platform (transformed 
into CIRCABC in 2012) is used exclusively 
by WB-RAN countries and the Frontex 
Risk Analysis Unit. WB-RAN statisti-
cal data have been available since Jan-
uary 2009.

The core of monthly statistical data 
from WB-RAN and neighbouring FRAN 
countries (only common borders) is fo-
cused on six key indicators of illegal 
immigration: (1) detections of illegal 
border-crossing; (2) detections of facili-
tators; (3) detections of illegal stay; (4) re-
fusals of entry; (5) asylum applications; 
and (6) detections of false documents. 
Monthly reporting by the six regional 
countries (Albania, Bosnia and Herzego-
vina, Kosovo*, the former Yugoslav Re-
public of Macedonia, Montenegro and 
Serbia) related to the detections of fire-
arms in the general area of responsibil-
ity of their respective border police forces 
was efficiently exploited for the creation 
of this report.

In addition to the core data set, other 
sources available to Frontex were also 
used. Those include data from the Eu-
ropean Document Fraud Risk Analysis 
Network (EDF), and reporting from dif-
ferent Join Operations coordinated by 
Frontex. Importantly, in line with an 
agreement undertaken by all WB-RAN 
members, the Kosovo* Border Police was 
invited to participate in the work of the 
network (starting from 2014).

Many other qualitative and quantita-
tive sources were also used, in particu-
lar, bimonthly and quarterly analytical 
reports of EU Member States and WB-
RAN countries, regular and ad hoc re-
porting from the Frontex Liaison Officer 
and from the European Migration Liai-
son Officer to the Western Balkans and 
analysis from Frontex Risk Analysis for 
2018 (ARA 2018).

Furthermore, all WB-RAN countries 
have contributed additional informa-
tion, graphical material and analytical 
inputs following the 2017 Annual An-
alytical Review meeting and the 2018 
Guest Analysts Workshop that were held 
in Warsaw.

Open-source information was also 
effectively used. Amongst others, this 
source included reports issued by gov-
ernment agencies, EU institutions and 
international or non-governmental or-
ganisations. Both EU Member States/
Schengen Associated Countries and WB-
RAN countries provided additional in-
put during the Western Balkans Expert 
meeting on 21 March 2018.

2.1. Quality of available data

Data quality is consistent with law en-
forcement indicators. The number of de-
tections of illegal border-crossing and 
refusals of entry are both functions of 
the amount of effort spent detecting 
migrants and the flow of irregular mi-
grants. For example, increased detec-
tions of illegal border-crossing might be 
due to an actual increase in the flow of 
irregular migrants, or they may in fact 
be an outcome of more resources made 

available to detect migrants. In excep-
tional cases, an influx of resources may 
produce an increase in reported detec-
tions while effectively masking the ac-
tual decrease in the flow of migrants, 
resulting from a strong deterrent effect.

2.2. Changes in the data 
scope after Croatia joined 
the EU

Important changes in the collection and 
use of data for Western Balkan analyt-
ical reports were introduced when Cro-
atia joined the EU in July 2013. Firstly, 
data for Slovenia, which now has no ex-
ternal border with non-EU Western Bal-
kan countries, have not been included 
in the report since the third quarter of 
2013. Slovenian historical data were also 
excluded from the tables in order to make 
the comparison with previous quarters 
analytically meaningful.

Secondly, as Croatian-Hungarian and 
Croatian-Slovenian border sections have 
now become internal EU-borders they are 
no longer covered by this report.

Thirdly, after Croatia joined the EU, 
its data on illegal stay have been limited 
to detections at the border. More pre-
cisely, Croatia’s data on illegal stay in-
clude cases detected only on exit, while 
inland detections are not included.
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2.3. Changes in the data 
scope after Kosovo’s* entry 
to the WB‑RAN

Starting from the first quarter of 2014, 
data from Kosovo* on key indicators of ir-
regular migration are included in the re-
porting, making it possible to get a more 
comprehensive picture on the move-
ment of irregular migrants in the re-
gion. However, as there are no historical 
data available for Kosovo*, the new data 
do in some measure impact the compar-
isons of the examined period with the 
previous quarters. When necessary for 
analytical purposes, some comparisons 
are made excluding data from Kosovo* 
and this is noted in the text.

2.4. Application of the 
Common Integrated Risk 
Analysis Model (CIRAM)

In line with the previous issues of this 
annual report, the 2018 WB-ARA con-
siders ‘risk’ as defined by the updated 
CIRAM: a function of ‘threat’, ‘vulnera-
bility’ and ‘impact’ (see Figure 1). Such 
an approach endeavours to emphasise 
risk analysis as a key tool in ensuring the 
optimal allocation of resources within 
constraints of budget, staff and effi-
ciency of equipment.

According to the model, a ‘threat’ 
is a force or pressure acting upon the 
external borders that is characterised 
by both its magnitude and likelihood; 

‘vulnerability’ is defined as the capac-
ity of a system to mitigate the threat 
and ‘impact’ is determined as the po-
tential consequences of the threat. In 
this way, the structured and systematic 
breakdown of risk is presented in the an-
nual risk assessment chapter.

Figure 1. Risk as defined by the Common Integrated Risk Analysis Model (CIRAM)

Risk

VulnerabilityThreat Impact

Magnitude and
likelihood

Level of vulnerability 
(EU, Member State of entry/destination)

Level of impact of the threat 
(EU, Member State of entry/destination)

Border permeability 
(terrain, infrastructure, capabilities, flows)

Border and internal security

Who, where, when

Trends and predictions
(increase, decrease, stable, historical)

Push factors

Routes (di�culty and distance),
access to facilitation

Operational activities 
(sta�, training, interoperability)

E�ectiveness of 
countermeasures

Pull factors

Ability to manage legitimate 
passenger flow at border

Humanitarian impact

Modus operandi

Source: RAU – Common Integrated Risk Analysis Model (CIRAM)
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2.5. Annual Risk Assessment

As in previous years, this edition of the 
annual risk assessment is guided by the 
CIRAM working definition of ‘risk’ as 
a function of three main components: 
‘threat’, ‘vulnerability’ and ‘impact’. It 
largely builds on the main findings from 
the same exercise for the drafting of the 
WB-ARA 2017.

Each identified risk is broken down 
by its main components with focus on 
the description of the threat and related 
vulnerabilities. A summary table con-
taining the key observations and find-
ings related to the risk in question is 
added at the beginning of each detailed 
description allowing for a rapid under-
standing of the issues at stake.

The following four main risks and 
main specific components are consid-
ered in this assessment:

Risk of irregular migration by 
non-regional migrants through 
the Western Balkans

 ▪ Overall decrease in the number of il-
legal border-crossings between BCPs; 
fluctuations and shifts in migration 
flows were nonetheless observed at 
various border sections as migrants 
searched for travel alternatives;

 ▪ Increased pressure observed at BCPs;
 ▪ Changes in visa policies which could 

increase migration pressure at the 
borders.

Risk of irregular migration by 
nationals of the Western Balkan 
countries

 ▪ Illegal border-crossings at the re-
gional7 and common8 borders with 
the EU;

7 Regional borders: all borders between 
regional countries

8 Common borders: all borders between 
EU MSs and regional countries

 ▪ Illegal stay in the EU;
 ▪ Document fraud cases within the ter-

ritories of EU MSs/SACs.

Risk of non-regional migrants 
using the international 
protection system in the 
Western Balkans as a way to 
avoid detention, and continue 
their transit

 ▪ Overview of the situation.

Risk of firearms and drug 
smuggling at regional and 
common borders

 ▪ Detections of firearms;
 ▪ Drug trafficking.
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3. Situation at the common9 and 
regional10 borders – the overall context
9 Common borders: all borders between EU MSs and regional countries
10 Regional borders: all borders between regional countries
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UNSCR 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.Source: The CIA World Factbook (July 2017 estimates), ESRI geodata

Annex Table 1.  Overview of indicators

2015 2016 2017 % change on prev. year

WB-RAN Indicator 

Illegal border-crossing between BCPs 2 081 366 270 595 26 979 -90

Illegal border-crossing at BCPs 1 140 1 552 2 775 79

Facilitators 1 980 1 155 763 -34

Illegal stay 8 208 7 105 10 513 48

Refusals of entry 41 800 45 437 53 088 17

Asylum applications* 218 559 106 472 73 877 -31

False travel-document users** 931 855 1 636 91

* Applications for asylum for EU Member States include all applications received in the territory of the countries and are not limited to those made at Western Balkan borders.
** Reported by the six regional partners

Figure 2.  General map of the Western Balkans region
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Illegal border-crossing between BCPs Illegal border-crossing at BCPs

Facilitators Illegal stay

Rafusal of entry Asylum FRAN and WB-RAN

Passenger flow WB-RAN False documents WB-RAN

Kosovo* data not available, MNE data for 2016 not available 
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Figure 3.  Evolution of WB-RAN and FRAN indicators — for common and regional borders

Source: WB-RAN data as of 22 January 2018
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3.1. Passenger flow analysis

Serbia’s borders remained the busiest in 
terms of regular passenger traffic. More 
precisely, there were almost 69 million 
entries and exits recorded by the Ser-
bian authorities, a figure which repre-
sented 36% of the total passenger traffic 
reported by the regional countries. Un-
like 2015 and 2016, the number of pas-
sengers who crossed Serbia’s border with 
Hungary was lower than the traffic vol-
umes reported at the borders with Cro-
atia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. This 
development was actually due to a 13% 
drop in passenger traffic at the border 
with Hungary, while the numbers at 
the other two border sections remained 
largely similar to 2016.

This passenger traffic volume com-
bined with the migratory pressure still 
exerted on Serbia’s two northern bor-
der sections with Croatia and Hungary, 

likely translated into an important work-
load for the border authorities in 2017. 
Specifically, the authorities needed to 
create a balance between maintaining a 
high level of border surveillance and pro-
viding sufficient resources at BCPs in or-
der to ensure an adequate level of checks.

The borders of Bosnia and Herzego-
vina were still the second busiest in 
terms of passenger flows at regional 
level, accounting for a 26% share of all 
traffic in the Western Balkans, register-
ing a traffic volume comparable to that 
of 2016 (-2%). The Croatian border section 
constituted 67% of the almost 49 million 
entries and exits reported by Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. The irregular migration 
pressure at this section remained rela-
tively low in 2017, although signs of an 
increase started to appear in the second 
half of the year.

Around 62% of the entries and exits at 
regional level were related to passengers 

who were not nationals of the reporting 
country (so-called foreign travellers) in 
2017. The number of these persons was 
largely on a par with that registered one 
year earlier (+2%) if data of Kosovo* (un-
available in 2016 and reported in 2017) 
are excluded.

At regional level, there were around 
4.9 million more entries than exits by 
foreign travellers (8%) in 2017. The largest 
differences were reported at the borders 
of the former Yugoslav Republic of Mace-
donia and Serbia similar to 2016, followed 
by Kosovo* and Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Nevertheless, the largest discrepan-
cies were observed during the summer 
months (generally during the holiday 
season) and, to a lesser extent, in spring 
and winter.

Around 38% of the entries and exits 
at regional level were related to passen-
gers who were nationals of the reporting 
country (so-called domestic travellers). 

HRV HUN BIH BGR MNE ROU Air

Serbia’s borders

GRC Kosovo* SRB ALB BGR Air

the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia’s borders Bosnia-Herzegovina’s borders

Entry      Exit

the former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia
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Figure 4.  Largest differences between entries and exits of foreign passengers reported by the former Yugoslav 
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The number of these persons was 3% 
lower in 2017 compared with 2016 (if data 
of Kosovo* is excluded).

Roughly 2 850 000 more exits than 
entries by domestic passengers were ob-
served at regional level in 2017. The big-
gest differences were mainly reported at 
the borders of the former Yugoslav Re-
public of Macedonia and those of Serbia.

The ratio between entries and ex-
its can serve as a relative proxy meas-
urement of bona fide travel patterns, 
since it provides an indication of how 
many persons exited a country and later 
returned in a given fixed period, and 
hence did not overstay the legal period 
of stay.

Overall, at regional level there were 
roughly 770 000 more exits by citizens of 
regional countries who share common 
borders with EU Member States towards 
the respective Member States than en-
tries by the same nationalities from the 
respective Member States ( Figure 6). The 
biggest discrepancy between exits and 
entries appears to be related to nation-
als of the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia at this country’s border with 
Bulgaria and Greece, where 390 000 and 
66 000 more people exited than returned 
respectively. However, only 4 700 citizens 
of the former Yugoslav Republic of Mac-
edonia were reported for illegally stay-
ing in the EU in 2017.

The second largest difference was ob-
served at Serbia’s border with Hungary 
where 265 000 more Serbs exited their 
country than returned. By comparison, 
less than 11 400 Serbs were reported for 
overstaying in the EU.

Interestingly, as in 2016 Albania’s bor-
der with Greece registered a higher num-
ber of Albanians (over 200 000) returning 
from Greece than leaving towards the 
neighbouring EU Member State. De-
spite this, Albanians were still the most 

detected illegal stayers in the EU Mem-
ber States, with a total of 24 801 in 2017.

All of the entry / exit differences can 
only be regarded as indicative, and the 
share of bona-fide travellers to the EU 
among the mentioned nationalities may 
in fact be greater, considering that the 
entries (re-entries) to the region/home 
countries can also be done via other sec-
tions than those through which the ex-
its were done.
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Figure 5.  Biggest differences between exits and entries of domestic passengers reported by the former Yugoslav 
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Figure 6.  Largest discrepancies between exits and entries of domestic 
passengers were reported by the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 
towards Greece and by Serbia towards Hungary
Nationals of each regional country moving across the respective common borders with the neighbouring EU Member States in 2017

Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February 2018
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3.2. Refusals of entry

A total of 53 139 decisions to refuse en-
try were issued by the six regional part-
ners and five neighbouring EU Member 
States at the common and regional bor-
ders in 2017. This represented a 17% in-
crease in comparison with 2016 and was 
largely linked to more refusal of entry 
decisions issued by Greece, to Albanian 
nationals at its common border with 
Albania. Croatia and Hungary also is-
sued slightly higher numbers of refus-
als of entry, largely to nationals of the 
countries in the region and, to a lesser 
extent, to Afghans, Turkish citizens or 
other nationalities associated with the 
non-regional migration flow affecting 
the EU’s external borders with Turkey.

As in previous years, the vast majority 
of refusals of entry was issued at the land 
borders (92%), while the remaining 8% 
were mostly reported at the air borders.

Despite registering a 14% decrease 
compared with 2016, the number of re-
fusals of entry issued to Turkish nation-
als remained significant (roughly 2 650), 
maintaining their status as the fourth 
most refused nationality for the fourth 
year in a row. The mentioned 14% de-
crease was primarily linked to decisions 
taken at the common and regional land 
borders, while regional airports issued 
the same number of refusals as in 2016. 
Roughly, 57% of the refusals issued to 
Turkish citizens in 2017 were thus is-
sued at the airports where they contin-
ued to be the most refused nationality 
for the ninth consecutive year (or since 
data collection began).

At the same time, at land borders, 
Turkish citizens received 2% of the re-
fusals issued and ranked sixth among 
known nationalities, after registering a 
27% decrease over 2016. This decrease was 
largely linked to fewer refusals of entry 
issued to them at the Bosnian and Her-
zegovinian–Serbian and Montenegrin-
Serbian borders in 2017.

As in previous years, most of the 
refusals reported by neighbouring EU 
Member States in 2017 were issued to 
nationals of Western Balkan countries. 

These nationals even accounted for a 
higher share of the total decisions is-
sued by neighbouring EU Member States 
(93% compared with 78% in 2016) due to 
roughly 10 000 more Albanians being 
refused entry to Greece. In turn, as re-
gards refusals of entry to the six coun-
tries in the region, 33% were issued to 
local residents, followed by nationals 
of EU Member States/Schengen Asso-
ciated Countries (25%) and Turkish na-
tionals (11%).

The number of refusals of entry is-
sued to Iranians, Chinese and Indi-
ans (nationalities that were granted 
the right to travel to Serbia without a 
visa during the second half of 2017) rose 
significantly compared with 2016. In 
the case of Iranians and Indians, the 
large majority of decisions were taken 
by Serbia and only a limited impact has 
been observed at Hungary’s and Croa-
tia’s common borders. Chinese nation-
als were refused mainly by the former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and 
Montenegro.

For the most part, non-regional trans-
iting migrants continued to prefer cross-
ing the region via the green borders. 
Refusals issued to non-regional migrants 
associated with the irregular migration 
flow transiting from Turkey/Greece con-
tinued to account for a low share of the 
total. Specifically, only 2% of all refusals 
were issued to Pakistanis, Afghans, Syr-
ians, Iraqis and Algerians (top five non-
regional nationalities reported for illegal 
border-crossing in 2017 in this order).

Nonetheless, in absolute terms Pa-
kistanis, Afghans, Syrians, Iraqis and 
Algerians were issued with 57% more re-
fusals of entry in 2017 than in 2016, an 
increase which may indicate that en-
hanced border surveillance activities in 
the region push migrants to attempt var-
ious travel alternatives, including tran-
sit via BCPs without fulfilling conditions 
of entry and stay.

3.3. Irregular migration

Overall, the number of detected illegal 
border-crossings by non-regional mi-
grants11 at the green borders (16 575) and at 
BCPs (2 291) in the Western Balkans de-
creased to a total of roughly 19 000 in 
2017 (down from over 2 million in 2015 
and roughly 262 000 in 2016).

An array of coherent regional meas-
ures aimed at tackling irregular migra-
tion which were introduced in 2015–16 
gradually brought the flow down to 
manageable levels towards the end of 
2016. Decreases were reported almost 
each month throughout 2016 (i.e. from 
128 000 illegal border-crossings in Jan-
uary to roughly 3 000 in December) and 
the situation stabilised at lower levels 
during 2017.

The introduction of enhanced border 
control measures led to a number of mi-
grants accumulating at certain locations 
along the route as they became unable to 
easily continue their journey. Therefore, 
although the overall size of the transit-
ing flow of migrants was significantly 
reduced, the pressure on some border 
sections persisted, sustained by the ac-
cumulated migrants.

Thus, the pressure observed at some 
sections may have been higher than the 
actual number of individual migrants, 
due to repeated attempts to cross the 
border made by the same person. More-
over, the same migrant may have been 
detected at several border sections while 
transiting the region.

As in previous years, the detections 
reported along the Western Balkan route 
do not necessarily relate to an equal 
number of individual migrants or to the 
actual size of the transiting flow.

Enhanced control measures in the 
north of the region also resulted in con-
tinued attempts by migrants to find an 
alternative routing in order to continue 
their journey. Specifically, in 2017, an 

11 Migrants of nationalities other than 
those of Albania, Kosovo*, Serbia, the 
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 
Montenegro or Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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increasing number of non-regional mi-
grants began being reported travelling 
south through the region in the direc-
tion of Greece. Increases in numbers 
were also observed along other previ-
ously unaffected corridors, like the one 
via Albania, Montenegro, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina to Croatia. Moreover, more 
non-regional migrants were detected 
while trying to cross illegally via BCPs or 
were refused entry as they tried to transit 
BCPs without fulfilling travel conditions.

Afghan and Pakistani were the two 
main reported nationalities, account-
ing for roughly 32% and 30%, respectively 
of the overall number of detections in-
volving non-regional migrants. Syrians 
ranked third in 2017 accounting for an 
8% share of the total, followed by Iraqis 
and Algerians who accounted for 7% and 
5%, respectively, of the total number of 
detections involving non-regional mi-
grants. However, in terms of absolute 
numbers, with the exception of Algeri-
ans whose reported number of detections 
remained on a par with that of 2016, all 
other mentioned nationalities registered 
steep declines in relation to the previous 
year (ranging from -43% for Pakistanis to 
-97% for Syrians).

Overall, slightly over 100 migrants 
were reported as ‘unknown12 national-
ity’ in 2017 (less than 1% of detections 
involving non-regional migrants). This 
represents an important reduction com-
pared with the crisis period of mid-2015 – 
beginning of 2016, when at times 40% 
to 50% of the non-regional flow was re-
ported as ‘unknown nationality’. The 
shrinking proportion of this category 
indicates that migration through the 
region largely returned to manageable 
levels towards the end of 2016 and re-
mained so in 2017.

At the same time, 10 890 illegal bor-
der-crossings by regional migrants13 were 

12 The number reported as ‘unknown’ is 
analysed as part of the non-regional 
migration flow as the authorities 
are considered capable of identifying 
regional residents.

13 Seasonal movements of workers 
(Albania-Greece-Albania).

reported, a figure 13% above that of 2016. 
The great majority of detections were de-
tected between BCPs (10 405) and only 
485 were reported at BCPs. The 13% in-
crease compared with 2016 was mostly 
linked to more detections involving Al-
banian nationals, especially in the south 
of the region. The numbers of illegal bor-
der-crossings by regional migrants fol-
lowed a relatively stable trend in 2017 
and, due to the drop and stabilisation 

in the non-regional flow of migrants, 
accounted for roughly 37% of the overall 
migratory pressure in the region.

Most of the detections of illegal 
border-crossing by regional migrants 
(around 76%) continued to occur in the 
south of the region (at Greece’s borders 
with Albania and the former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia) and were, by and 
large, associated with Albanian circular 
migration to Greece.
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Figure 8.  An overall decrease in non-regional migration through the Western 
Balkans, especially along the main Serbia-centred route. Circular movements 
by non-regional migrants stranded in certain territories contributed to 
sustained pressure on some borders, especially in the north of the region. 
A continued search for travel alternatives led to an increase in pressure 
along the Albania–Montenegro–Bosnia and Herzegovina–Croatia sub-route. 
The regional migration flow mostly affected Greece’s borders with Albania 
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Illegal border crossings at and between BCPs by regional and non-regional migrants.
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The number of Kosovo* citizens de-
tected for illegal border-crossing in 2017 
remained largely on a par with that of 
the previous year. They were only the 
second most detected regional migrants 
accounting for approximately 12% of the 
regional flow, after Albanians, who 
ranked first with an 82% share. There 
were some variations in the number of 
Kosovo* citizens trying to illegally cross 

the border throughout the year. Spe-
cifically, there was an increase in de-
tections between August and October, 
largely exacerbated by media rumours 
alleging large outflows from this area. 
The authorities implemented preven-
tion measures similar to those used to 
effectively tackle the 2014–2015 Kosovo* 
migration crisis and the situation did 
not escalate.

The detected Kosovo* nationals mostly 
targeted the common borders from the 
north of the region, mainly those of Ser-
bia with Hungary and Croatia and to 
lesser extent Croatia’s borders with Bos-
nia and Herzegovina or Montenegro. 
The other regional nationalities were 
detected in low numbers in 2017, sim-
ilar to 2016.
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4. Risk of irregular migration by 
non‑regional14 migrants through 
the Western Balkans
14 Migrants of nationalities other than those of Serbia, Albania, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

Montenegro or Kosovo.*
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Figure 9.  An overall decrease in non-regional migration through the Western Balkans, especially along the main 
Serbia-centred route. Circular movements by non-regional migrants stranded in certain territories contributed to 
sustained pressure on some borders, especially in the north of the region. A continued search for travel alternatives 
led to an increase in pressure along the Albania–Montenegro–Bosnia and Herzegovina–Croatia sub-route.
Illegal border crossings at and between BCPs by non-regional migrants.
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4.1. Overall decrease in the number of illegal border‑
crossings between BCPs; fluctuations and shifts in 
migration flows were observed at various border sections

As in previous years, non-regional mi-
grants continued to attempt to enter the 
Western Balkans across the southern 
common borders with Greece and Bul-
garia before heading north and trying 
to exit the region largely at the north-
ern common borders of Hungary, Croa-
tia or Romania with Serbia.

However, in 2017 the enhanced control 
measures and changes in policy along the 
route made irregular transit increasingly 
difficult. Unsuccessful illegal border-
crossing attempts became a widespread 
reality, resulting in a continued decrease 
in migration, but also in an accumula-
tion of migrants on certain territories, 
circular movements, and even reverse 
flows and partial shifts/deflections in mi-
gration flows through the region.

In this respect, the observed pres-
sure could not be regarded as equiva-
lent in size to an actual transiting flow 
of migrants as was the case in previous 
years. Specifically, stranded migrants 
were likely detected several times while 
attempting to leave the region or at sev-
eral different border sections, maintain-
ing pressure on certain borders despite 
the decrease in the actual size of the 
transiting flow.

This does not mean that new arrivals 
or undetected crossings did not occur and 
did not play a role in the observed pres-
sure at various border sections. However, 
given the control measures in place along 
the Western Balkan route, the number 
of such cases can be assessed as gener-
ally lower in comparison to the detected 
and prevented illegal border-crossings.

A total of roughly 16 600 illegal bor-
der-crossings by non-regional migrants 
en route from Turkey, Greece and Bul-
garia were reported at the common and 
regional borders of Western Balkan coun-
tries in 2017. This is a significant drop 
compared with the number of detections 
reported in 2016 (roughly 260 000) and 
even more so compared to the numbers 
reported during the crisis period of 2015 
(over 2 million detections).

Throughout 2017, the level of pressure 
remained stable, at levels generally be-
low those observed during the last quar-
ter of 2016, when the situation already 
began to stabilise following the closure 
of the transit corridor, the implementa-
tion of policy responses in the Eastern 
Mediterranean and the strengthening 
of border controls along the route.

Moreover, the flow appears to have 
remained at generally manageable lev-
els, matching the authorities’ registra-
tion capacities. Specifically, based on 
reported data, between Q3 2015 and Q1 
2016, a significant share (40%-50%) of ille-
gal border-crossings was associated with 
persons whose nationality was reported 
as ‘unknown’. The share continuously 

shrank as the volume of the flow de-
clined, reaching less than 3% during the 
last quarter of 2016 and below 1% in 2017.

That is not to say that the need for 
close cooperation has disappeared, es-
pecially keeping in mind the precipitous 
growth of the migration flow in 2015 and 
the fact that the preconditions for esca-
lation remain in place (e.g. migrants ac-
cumulated in Turkey, Greece, Serbia plus 
their continued search to find possibil-
ities of reaching their destination also 
reflected in the social media).

Some variations in the level of detec-
tions and main affected border sections 
were observed throughout 2017, most likely 
connected to the pressure accumulated in 
the region, circular movements and at-
tempts to find alternative routings by the 
stranded migrants, and, to a lesser extent, 
to new arrivals across the region’s southern 
common borders with Greece or Bulgaria.
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4.1.1. The southern common 
borders of the region with 
Greece and Bulgaria continued to 
experience migratory pressure by 
non‑regional migrants; significant 
decreases, shifts/deflections of 
migration flows and even reverse 
flows were observed

The Bulgarian-Serbian border, a key 
section in the south of the region, con-
tinued to be covered by enhanced opera-
tional activities in 2017. These measures 
were largely a continuation of those in-
itially implemented in response to the 
increase in migratory pressure over 2016, 
especially after the effective closure of 
the Western Balkans transit corridor.

Repeated unsuccessful crossing at-
tempts by the same migrants appeared 
to have largely contributed to the high 
pressure observed over 2016 (migrants de-
tected on exit by Bulgaria and sent back 
to the reception centres). Repeated at-
tempts also remained a reality in 2017.

Nonetheless, combined operational 
information from Bulgaria and regu-
lar reporting from Serbia on both sides 
of the common border indicate that the 
enhanced operational activities imple-
mented in this area managed to produce 
a consistent decrease in migratory pres-
sure compared with 2016.

Detections on the Serbian side 
throughout 2016 indicate that due to 
Bulgaria’s increased capacities (also en-
hanced through a Frontex-coordinated 
Joint Operation) fewer migrants were 
able to successfully cross into Serbia (a 
decreasing trend of detections reported 
by Serbia as Bulgaria’s numbers in-
creased – Figure 12).

In 2017, the pressure also decreased 
on the Bulgarian side of this border 
( Figure 12) while Serbia did not appear 
to experience any increase in arrivals. 
As Serbia also continued carrying out 
enhanced border controls (even through 
the deployments of additional guest of-
ficers from EU Member States under the 
implementation of a EU-funded Project 
similar to the one implemented at the 
border between the former Yugoslav Re-
public of Macedonia and Greece), its de-
tection capacities likely remained high.

The fact that the implemented meas-
ures likely made illegal border-cross-
ings increasingly difficult (in terms of 
time, effort and finances on the part of 
migrants) appears to have reduced the 
overall attractiveness of crossing the Bul-
garian-Serbian border, leading to a de-
crease in migratory pressure on this area.

Operational information indicated 
that the controls implemented on the 
Serbian side of the border also resulted 
in a number of instances whereby mi-
grants gave up on their intention to cross 
the border upon observing police patrols.

Judging by regular reporting and 
available operational data, no clear cor-
relation could be observed between Bul-
garia’s border with Serbia and the one 
with Turkey.

Specifically, the numbers reported at 
the Bulgarian-Turkish border section were 
constantly lower than the detections on 
attempted exit towards Serbia, an oc-
currence possibly explained by repeat of-
fenders. Efforts undertaken in 2016 to 
reinforce capacities also at the border with 
Turkey were extended into 2017, but the 
reported figures remained relatively low. 

Serbian detections

Bulgarian detections 
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Figure 12.  Apparent success registered by operational activities implemented 
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illegal border-crossings
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Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February for Serbia, WB Daily data as of 8 February for Bulgaria

In 2017 the Bulgarian authorities finalised the construction of a technical obsta-
cle on the border with Turkey. This obstacle is complemented by an integrated 
border surveillance system comprising stationary and mobile surveillance posts 
as well as sensors for perimeter detections. The system is interconnected with 
the national coordination centre in Sofia as well as five local and one regional 
coordination centre.

Figure 13.  Technical obstacle and surveillance cameras on the Bulgarian-Turkish land border

Source: Bulgarian border police
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Over the previous years, the border 
between Greece and the former Yugo-
slav Republic of Macedonia was essen-
tial in the successful implementation 
of all measures aimed at stemming mi-
gration taken throughout the region. 
Specifically, the effective controls imple-
mented at this section were the key to 
achieving a gradual reduction of the mi-
gration flow, closing the transit corridor 
in March 2016 and making the contin-
ued stability throughout 2017 possible.

In the context, Project ‘Special meas-
ure supporting the former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia to Manage its 
Southern Border in the Context of the 
European Migration Crisis’ initiated in 
April 2016 with the support of the Euro-
pean Commission and IOM was extended 
and continued throughout 2017 and into 
2018. Within the framework of this pro-
ject, additional police officers and equip-
ment from several countries within or 
outside the region support border con-
trols performed by the former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia.

The measure together with the com-
mitment of the former Yugoslav Republic 
of Macedonia played a key role in halt-
ing the momentum of the migration 
flow, and sent an important message 
to would-be migrants still preparing to 
make the journey from Turkey or their 
home countries. These factors then re-
sulted in a gradual decrease and stabili-
sation of migration pressure (Figure 14).

In particular, the number of detec-
tions at this border went from roughly 

60 000 in January 2016 to an average of 
roughly 210 per month between Janu-
ary and December 2017. Arguably, as the 
closure of the corridor largely equated 
to preventing illegal border-crossings 
and only allowing entry on humanitar-
ian grounds, many of the detections re-
ported in 2017 were actually failed illegal 
border-crossing attempts.

Undoubtedly, Greece’s efforts to dis-
mantle and prevent the creation of new 
irregular migrant settlements close to 
the common border with the former Yu-
goslav Republic of Macedonia in 2016 and 
2017 also helped to keep the migration 
pressure at stable levels and prevent se-
curity incidents similar to those seen 
in 2015 when large groups of migrants 
used force in order to cross the border.

Available information indicates a con-
stant presence of around 4 000 non-re-
gional migrants in northern Greece 
during 2017. In the context of continued 
border controls and prevention meas-
ures, it is likely that people smuggling 
networks were active in this area.

The former Yugoslav Republic of Mace-
donia continued to detect migrant-smug-
gling cases, albeit in lower numbers than 
in 2016 (see textbox overleaf).

The main modus operandi remained sim-
ilar to that observed in previous years. 
Detections occurred also at BCPs in ei-
ther rental cars and even in specially-de-
signed compartments on trucks.

In 2017, a new phenomenon began 
to be observed, at the border between 
Greece and the former Yugoslav Republic 

of Macedonia, consisting in a reverse 
flow of migrants travelling towards 
Greece. This was most likely the result 
of enhanced control measures in the 
north of the region.

In May, November and December 
2017, the number of illegal border-
crossings by non-regional migrants 
travelling via the former Yugoslav Re-
public of Macedonia to Greece sur-
passed that of non-regional migrants 
travelling in the opposite direction 
(Figure 16 overleaf). Moreover, Iranian 
nationals were part of this southbound 
flow, especially after Belgrade’s deci-
sion to waive visa requirements for 
them in September 2017.

Overall, the observed rise in the size 
of flows moving from the Western Bal-
kans towards Greece is indicative of 
the fact that the main Serbia-centred 
land route through the region is be-
coming increasingly difficult to transit. 
Specifically, the operational activities 
at Serbia’s northern common borders 
with Croatia, Hungary and Roma-
nia are successful in deterring illegal 
immigration.

The occurrence of reverse flows via 
the former Yugoslav Republic of Mace-
donia-Greece border was accompanied 
by an increase in migratory pressure re-
ported at another of the region’s south-
ern common borders. Specifically, the 
Greek-Albanian border section experi-
enced an increase in the pressure be-
ing exerted by non-regional migrants 
between June and September 2017. This 
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Figure 14.  Decrease in migratory pressure at the border between Greece and the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia following the closure of the corridor and continued reinforcements
Illegal border-crossings between BCPs by non-regional migrants

Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February 2018
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pressure then levelled off throughout 
the fourth quarter of the year and was 
mainly associated with migrants mov-
ing from Greece towards Albania.

Reportedly, some of the migrants in-
tercepted by Albania in 2017 had pre-
viously stayed in different parts of the 
region (e.g. Serbia) before opting for 
the alternative routing via Albania. 
This hints at a connection between the 
observed flows towards Greece and the 
increase in pressure at Albania’s south-
ern border. Specifically, both phenom-
ena stem from an increased search for 
travel alternatives by migrants trying to 
bypass enhanced border controls along 
the main Serbia-centred route. Still, it 

Two organised migrant-smuggling groups dismantled in 2017 by the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

The first OCG involved in migrant-smuggling activities was 
dismantled in the framework of joint international investi-
gations with neighbouring countries (Serbia, Hungary and 
Greece) supported by the SELEC centre in Bucharest. The op-
erational activities revealed that the OCG consisted of per-
sons from Middle Eastern countries living in the former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Albanian nationals and 
persons of unknown origin operating in Greece. These per-
sons operated between February 2016 and September 2017 
arranging the transportation of migrants from Greece to-
wards Serbia and onwards.

The OCG conducted counter-surveillance activities and 
used Whatsapp and Viber applications to communicate the 
time, date, location (GPS coordinates) and number of mi-
grants to be guided across the border from Greece in order to 
avoid police patrols. The migrants were then taken over by 
the organisers and transported to rented safe houses in the 
north of the country (areas of Vlaksince and Lojane). Rented 
cars or vans (often with false registration plates) were gen-
erally used. From the safe houses, the mi-
grants were guided across the border with 
Serbia. Each migrant had to pay EUR 1 500 
to 2 500 to the OCG through Western Un-
ion or Money Gram.

The second OCG consisting of four na-
tionals of the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia and two unknown persons was 
also dismantled in September 2017. The peo-
ple smugglers were transporting migrants 
from the area of Gevgelija towards the bor-
der with Serbia. The division of tasks was 
done so that some of the members made 

contact and transported the migrants while others drove 
ahead to spot police presence and clear the way.

The authorities have identified the following routes 
for transportation of smuggled migrants across the for-
mer Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia over the past years 
and continue to focus police controls along those routes:

 ▪ Gevgelija–Valandovo–Demir 
Kapija–Negotino–Veles–Skopje–Kumanovo;

 ▪ Gevgelija–Valandovo via Strumica, Radovis, Stip, Sveti 
Nikole–Kumanovo.

 ▪ from Bitola region through Prilep/Kavadarci, to Skopje 
and Kumanovo;
Four migrant-smuggling cases were uncovered along the 

Gevgelija–Skopje highway in 2017 by police checkpoints or-
ganised in cooperation with guest officers from the Czech 
Republic and Croatia deployed to the country under the ‘Pro-
ject Special measure’.
Source: Border Police of the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
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Figure 16.  Higher number of migrants reportedly travelling from the Western 
Balkans towards Greece; an increase in detections at the Albanian-Greek 
section observed
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Figure 15.  Migrants detected in a truck 
at BCP Bogorodica in connection with an 
OCG / warning issued to truck drivers
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cannot be said that the pressure reported 
by Albania is solely associated with the 
observed reverse flows.

Previously, the fact that non-regional 
migrants detected by Albania did not ap-
ply for asylum and chose an immediate 
return to Greece acted as a mitigating 
factor, for onward irregular movements.

However, towards the end of 2017 and 
into 2018 Albania observed that more mi-
grants began to express the intention to 
apply for international protection, upon 
detection for illegal border-crossing and 
then abscond from reception facilities in 
order to continue their journey. 

It is worth noticing that Serbia has 
been confronted with migrants apply-
ing for international protection and then 
absconding from reception facilities for 
a number of years.

4.1.2. An increase in migration 
pressure was observed at intra‑
regional border sections hinting 
at the possible emergence of a 
new migration sub‑route through 
the Western Balkans

The rise in migratory pressure at the Al-
banian–Greek border, a likely result of a 
continuous search for travel alternatives 
by migrants, was projected further north 
along the Albanian–Montenegrin–Bos-
nian and Herzegovinian-Croatian sub-
route. The overall number of detected 
migrants remained largely manageable 
by the end of the year, nonetheless, the 
situation needs careful monitoring as 
the situation was expected to deteriorate.

The readmission agreements between 
the countries located along the men-
tioned sub-route are a crucial factor in 
mitigating illegal immigration. While 
generally these agree ments function 
well,15 some disruptions also occurred.

Such disruptions raise concerns 
as non-functioning readmission 

15 Greece accepts readmissions from 
Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina accepts 
readmissions from Croatia while 
Montenegro accepts readmissions from 
both Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina

agreements will hinder the efforts taken 
against illegal immigration.

Between January and December 2017, 
203 illegal border-crossings by non-re-
gional migrants (122 at the green bor-
der and 81 at BCPs) were reported at the 
Albanian–Montenegrin border section, 
most of which were recorded in the sec-
ond half of the year.

The timing of the increase coupled 
with the fact that most of the detected 
migrants were observed moving from 
Albania towards Montenegro, hint that 
the increased pressure observed at Al-
bania’s southern border with Greece is 
then projected northwards, possibly de-
veloping into a new migration sub-route 
(Figure 17).

The Albanian authorities reported the 
majority of these detections on exit thus 
preventing the onward movements to-
wards Montenegro. Nonetheless, some 
migrants still managed to cross into 
Montenegro and move on.

After reaching Montenegro, a signifi-
cant share of the migrants reportedly ap-
plied for international protection with 
the aim of avoiding misdemeanour lia-
bility for illegally crossing the border and 
obtain certificates issued by the Direc-
torate for Asylum which allow them to 
move freely within the territory.

A new Law on International and Tempo-
rary Protection of Aliens entered into force 

in January 2018 in Montenegro and fore-
sees that applicants for protection can be 
accommodated in closed reception facil-
ities or in special facilities at BCPs. This 
apparently led to fewer migrants apply-
ing for protection in January 2018.

The Montenegrin–Bosnian and Her-
zegovinian border section also expe-
rienced an increase in the number of 
detected illegal border-crossings by non-
regional migrants in 2017. The pressure 
remained low during the summer pe-
riod, before considerably rising in the 
second half of the year.

Overall, 389 illegal border-crossings 
(mostly between BCPs) by non-regional 
migrants were reported at the Montene-
grin–Bosnian and Herzegovinian section 
in 2017. Roughly 88% of the detections 
were made between August and Decem-
ber. Most migrants were reported trav-
elling north from Montenegro towards 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. While detec-
tions occurred on both sides of the bor-
der, most of the cases were reported by 
Bosnia and Herzegovina after migrants 
managed to enter the country.

The timing of the observed increase 
in pressure (after mid-2017) and the di-
rection of migrants’ travels (from Mon-
tenegro towards Bosnia and Herzegovina) 
appear largely consistent with the devel-
opments observed at the Greek-Albanian 
border section. Specifically, the increase 
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Figure 17.  Increase in migratory pressure observed at the Albanian-
Montenegrin border section in the second half of 2017
Illegal border-crossings at and between BCPs by non-regional migrants

Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February 2018
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in pressure at the border between Mon-
tenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina 
appears to be associated with migrants 
travelling from Greece to Albania and fur-
ther north.

Nonetheless, the higher pressure at 
the analysed section also coincided with 
the observed tendency of migrants in the 
region to search for alternative travel op-
tions (e.g. the observed reverse flows to-
wards Greece).

This draws attention to the possibility 
that migrants stranded in Serbia may also 
have opted for moving towards Montene-
gro or towards Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
besides only travelling south towards 
Greece via the former Yugoslav Repub-
lic of Macedonia. Although geographi-
cal factors mitigate the risk of large-scale 
migration, they do not totally rule out 
movements.

The fact that the number of detec-
tions reported at the Montenegrin–
Bosnian and Herzegovinian border was 
higher than the figure reported at the 
preceding section (Albania – Montene-
gro) (Figure 18) hints at the possibility 
of migrants travelling towards Monte-
negro through other routes, possibly 
from Serbia or that undetected cross-
ings could occur between Montenegro 
and Albania.

An increase in migration pressure was 
also experienced at the Croatian–Bos-
nian and Herzegovinian border section 
in 2017, especially in the second half of 
the year. A total of 565 detections of ille-
gal border-crossing by non-regional mi-
grants were reported in 2017.

The increase in the pressure is linked 
to two specific factors. The largest share 
of detections (59%) is linked to Turkish 
nationals. These persons are generally 
not part of the migration flow transit-
ing the Western Balkans south to north 
across the land borders. They generally 
arrive in Sarajevo legally (they enjoy 
visa-free travel), after which they try 
to move illegally towards the EU. Their 
numbers increased in the second half 
of 2017, and could be linked to the situ-
ation in Turkey.
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Figure 19.  Increase in migration pressure observed at the Croatian–Bosnian and 
Herzegovinian border section linked to Turkish but also to other nationalities
Illegal border-crossings at and between BCPs by non-regional migrants in 2017

Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February 2018

Two coordinated operations were organised in the region in order to address the 
issue of Turkish nationals, who enjoy visa-free travel in the region, crossing the 
EU’s external border illegally.

Operation Bosporus took place between October 2016 and March 2017, bring-
ing together the authorities from Bosnia and Herzegovina (Border Police), Tur-
key, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Albania, Montenegro, Serbia and Croatia.

Operation Dardanelles was organised between May and September 2017 
and brought together the authorities of Montenegro, Croatia and Bosnia and 
Herzegovina.

In both operations, participating countries exchanged information through 
the SELEC centre in Bucharest and conducted investigations that led to the ar-
rest of roughly 85 members of organised criminal groups smuggling Turkish na-
tionals, across the Western Balkans to the EU.
Source: Border police forces of Bosnia – Herzegovina and Montenegro / WB-RAN Guest Analysts Workshop 2018
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Other nationalities also contributed to 
this observed increase, a situation pos-
sibly linked to the previously described 
developments along the Albanian–Mon-
tenegrin–Bosnian and Herzegovinian 
sub-route and adjacent border sections 
(i.e. Serbia-Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
Serbia-Montenegro).

The migration pressure was also ob-
served in intra-EU / secondary move-
ments at the Croatian–Slovenian border 
section. Operational information indi-
cates that more non-regional migrants 
started to be detected at this section, es-
pecially in the second half of 2017.

The pressure reported at the Slovenian-
Croatian border resulted from the conver-
gence of two migration flows. Specifically, 
the flow of non-regional migrants that 
crossed the Serbian–Croatian border con-
verged with the one moving along the 
Albanian–Montenegrin–Bosnian and 
Herzegovinian–Croatian sub-route (and 
adjacent intra-regional border sections – 
Serbia-Bosnia and Herzegovina and Ser-
bia – Montenegro) exerting pressure on 
the Slovenian-Croatian section.

It is difficult to make exact estimates 
related to the extent to which each of 
these two flows contributed to the pres-
sure observed by Slovenia.

It can be assumed that in the first 
half of 2017 most of this pressure on Slo-
venia originated from the Croatian-Ser-
bian border section.

In the second half of 2017, the sub-
route likely contributed to the migra-
tory pressure on Slovenia (the pressure 
at the Croatian-Serbian border began 
decreasing while the pressure on the 
sub-route started to increase). For more 

clarity, these developments are graphi-
cally represented in Figure 20.

4.1.3. Movements across Serbia’s 
regional borders with Montenegro 
and Bosnia‑Herzegovina were 
observed despite geographical 
limitations

The migratory pressure observed at the 
Montenegrin-Serbian border section also 
showed signs of increasing in the second 
half of 2017. The timing of this increase 
largely coincided with the observed ten-
dency of migrants to search for alterna-
tive routes that would bypass enhanced 
controls in the north of the region (i.e. 
avoiding Serbia’s common borders with 
Hungary, Romania or Croatia).

The overall pressure remained rela-
tively low, with 152 detections reported 
in 2017, over 80% of which between July 
and December. Most of the migrants 
were reported travelling from Serbia to-
wards Montenegro, although two-way 

flows were also apparent, especially at 
the end of the year. Available informa-
tion indicates a lower level of pressure 
in January 2018 when less than 10 non-
regional migrants were detected cross-
ing the border illegally.

Although this border section is charac-
terised by rough mountainous terrain and 
forested areas, which mitigate the risk of 
large-scale movements of migrants, more 
physically fit persons (young single men) 
could still consider it as an option for leav-
ing Serbia. This, especially if migrants 
perceive that travelling via the Albanian–
Montenegrin–Bosnian and Herzegovinian 
sub-route is a viable option, preferable to 
trying to bypass the enhanced controls at 
Serbia’s northern borders.

Thinking along similar lines, mi-
grants stranded in Serbia could very well 
decide to travel towards the Serbian–Bos-
nian and Herzegovinian border section 
and join the new route, if they perceive 
it as a viable option for leaving the re-
gion. This section is likely more attrac-
tive than the Serbian-Montenegrin one 
as it is closer to Croatia.

This border section registered 251 il-
legal border-crossings by non-regional 
migrants in 2017. Although the number 
of detections was higher in the second 
half of the year, the overall trend ap-
peared to have stabilised at higher lev-
els between September and December. 
The vast majority of migrants were re-
ported travelling in the direction of Bos-
nia and Herzegovina.
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Figure 20.  Pressure on Slovenia originated from two sources. Initially, most 
arrivals were likely linked to illegal crossings to Croatia from Serbia; in the 
second half of 2017, the sub-route via Albania also contributed to this pressure
Illegal border-crossings at and between BCPs by non-regional migrants on both sides of the border in 2017

Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February (HRV-SRB; ALB-GRC) and FRAN data as of 23 January for SVN-HRV
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Figure 21.  Increase in migratory pressure observed at the Montenegrin-
Serbian border section in the second half of 2017
Illegal border-crossings at and between BCPs by non-regional migrants in 2017

Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February 2018
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The increase in pressure does indicate 
that the sub-route via Albania–Montene-
gro–Bosnia and Herzegovina–Croatia is 
becoming more attractive.

Nonetheless, it has to be considered 
that the pressure on the Serbia-Bosnia 
and Herzegovina border section was most 
likely sustained by migrants already 
stranded in Serbia (estimates indicate 
roughly 4 000 migrants) who are looking 
for ways to reach their final destinations 
by avoiding enhanced border-controls at 
Serbia’s northern common borders with 
Hungary, Croatia or Romania.

Bearing this in mind, the continua-
tion of enhanced controls in the south of 
the region (Bulgaria-Serbia and Greece-
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedo-
nia borders) can prevent new migrants 
from entering Serbia and then moving 
towards Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The border between Serbia and Bos-
nia and Herzegovina largely follows 
the course of the Drina river and/or 

runs through forested and mountain-
ous terrain. These geographical fac-
tors could mitigate the risk of large 
migratory movements, as they make 
the area less accessible to persons who 
are neither physically fit nor willing 
to take risks.

Nonetheless, young male migrants 
may still chose to cross this border be-
tween BCPs (roughly 53% of all detections 
in 2017 occurred between BCPs), while 
other persons could opt to travel by hid-
ing in transportation means at BCPs.
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Figure 23.  The migratory pressure at the Serbia–Bosnia and Herzegovina border 
section rose in mid-2017, stabilising at higher levels at the end of the year
Illegal border-crossings at and between BCPs by non-regional migrants in 2017

Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February 2018
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Figure 24.  The migratory pressure observed at Serbia’s northern common 
borders with Hungary, Croatia and Romania in 2017 dropped to levels similar 
to those before the migration crisis of 2015–2016
Illegal border-crossings at and between BCPs by non-regional migrants at the Serbian-Croatian, Serbian-Hungarian and Serbian-Romanian border sections

Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February 2018

4.1.4. In the north of the region, 
variations in pressure between 
different borders were observed 
in reaction to environmental 
or institutional developments 
occurring during the year; overall, 
the pressure decreased

Traditionally, most of the non-regional 
migrants who entered the Western Bal-
kans through the southern common bor-
ders with Greece and Bulgaria transited 
Serbia on their way north, principally 
towards Hungary or Croatia and, to a 
lesser extent, towards Romania.

The pressure on these northern com-
mon sections continued to be observed 
in 2017, although at lower levels, largely 
similar to those before the 2015–2016 mi-
gration crisis.

These three sections reported roughly 
12 100 illegal border-crossings (roughly 
10 500 between BCPs and 1 600 at BCPs) 
by non-regional migrants in 2017, a rate 
91% lower than that of 2016. The pressure 
reported in 2017 was also lower than that 
registered in 2012, 2013 and 2014, the 
three years before the onset of the mi-
gration crisis.

Moreover, in 2017 the illegal border-
crossing attempts were arguably more 
linked to migrants already in Serbia, 
multiple failed attempts by the same 
persons and, to a lesser extent, to new 
arrivals from the south. Thus, the num-
ber of detections were likely lower than 
the actual size of the transiting flow of 
migrants.

Overall, the Hungarian-Serbian bor-
der section registered the highest pres-
sure with roughly 8  200 detections, 
largely reported between BCPs. The Cro-
atian-Serbian border reported roughly 
2 500 detections (mostly at BCPs in the 
first half of the year and then mostly 
between BCPs). Meanwhile, the Roma-
nian-Serbian section reported roughly 
1 300 detections, largely in the first half 
of the year and between BCPs.

Variations in terms of pressure ex-
erted on these sections were reported in 
2017, largely stemming from seasonality 

and the implemented border controls 
and policies.

The pressure observed at the Roma-
nian-Serbian and Croatian-Serbian bor-
der sections increased between February 
and April 2017, which was likely linked to 
both environmental (improved weather 
conditions resulting in increased mi-
grant mobility) and institutional devel-
opments in the region (i.e. a change in 
Hungary’s migration policy16, which was 
publicised in February and adopted at the 
end of March). By contrast, the pressure 
exerted on the Hungarian-Serbian border 
in the same period decreased.

In other words, as weather improved, 
migrants stranded in Serbia began look-
ing for alternative travel solutions to 
bypass the Hungarian-Serbian bor-
der section, which led to the described 
developments.

In the second quarter of 2017, how-
ever, the pressure on the Romanian and 
Croatian borders with Serbia began de-
creasing while migrants slowly started 
to target, once more, Hungary.

This situation continued into the 
third quarter, with the pressure on the 
Hungarian-Serbian border section rising 
to levels similar to those reported at the 
beginning of the year.

16 Return of migrants from all territory to 
be processed in the transit areas at the 
borders; no inland access.

Enhanced control activities carried 
out at all of the mentioned northern 
sections likely discouraged migrants 
from taking the alternative routes to 
leave the region/Serbia. Migrants rea-
lised that none of the alternative routes 
through Romania or Croatia provides 
them easy access to their destinations 
and most likely require increased effort 
and/or the use of expensive people smug-
gling services.

As a result, migrants appear to have 
reconsidered their options and many of 
them made another attempt to cross di-
rectly into Hungary. Even though the 
success rate of onward travel is low,17 this 
direct crossing to the Schengen area may 
be more affordable if made without the 
use of people smuggling services.

Moving into Q4, the pressure observed 
by Hungary decreased, while the situ-
ation at other sections remained rela-
tively unchanged.

Overall, the pressure observed by 
Hungary, as well as Romania and Cro-
atia remains most probably linked to 
migrants who had been staying in Ser-
bia for some time and, to a lesser ex-
tent, to newly arrived ones. Given the 

17 Migrants detected by Hungary are 
processed in reception centres at the 
border with no access to the territory/
possibilities of moving onwards before 
the procedures are finalised
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prevention measures implemented at 
these sections, it is likely that one mi-
grant is detected attempting to cross 
the border multiple times. Thus, the 
pressure exerted at the borders can be 
assessed as higher than the size of the 
transiting flow.

In this context, even low number of 
newly arrived migrants entering Serbia 
from the south of the region are likely to 
exert considerable pressure on the coun-
try’s northern borders with EU Member 
States (Hungary, Croatia and Romania).

Nonetheless, towards the end of the 
year, the pressure on the mentioned 
northern common borders of between 
Serbia, Hungary, Croatia and Romania 
decreased, a fact roughly coinciding with 
the observed reverse flows through the 
region. Taken together, these develop-
ments are strong indications that the 
enhanced control measures and policy 
actions implemented at the mentioned 
northern sections were efficient in de-
terring irregular migration via the main 
Serbia-centred route through the West-
ern Balkans.

In 2017 Hungary amended its national legislation in order to enhance border 
control activities and procedures in reaction to the migration pressure affect-
ing the Western Balkans.

Under the legislative amendments (introduced through Act XX/2017), all for-
eigners detected while illegally staying in Hungary can be escorted at the near-
est gate of the temporary security border barrier established at the border with 
Serbia. Special transit zones have been established at the border where appli-
cants for international protection are accommodated and processed without be-
ing allowed to freely transit Hungary.

A two layer temporary security barrier covering the entire length of the com-
mon border with Serbia was erected, complemented by a system of stationary 
and mobile surveillance sensors. Special police units and the army support the 
control activities at the border with Serbia. Meanwhile a continuous recruit-
ment and training of Riot police personnel destined for border surveillance ac-
tivities is being carried out.

Figure 25. Two-layer security barrier, patrol roads and surveillance systems at the border between Hungary and Serbia
Source: Hungarian border police
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4.1.5. Top non‑regional 
nationalities detected for illegal 
border‑crossing between BCPs

Pakistani and Afghan were the top de-
tected nationalities for illegal border-
crossing between BCPs each accounting 
for roughly 33% and 28%, respectively 
of the non-regional migrants reported 
throughout the Western Balkans. In 
2017, Syrians ranked third in detection 
with a 9% share of the total followed by 
Iraqis with an 8% share.

In terms of absolute numbers how-
ever, all of the top four nationalities reg-
istered steep declines in relation to 2016 
(-44% for Pakistanis, -90% for Afghans, 
-95% for Iraqis and -97% for Syrians).

The top ten non-regional nationali-
ties also included Algerians, Turkish, 
Iranians, Libyans, Moroccans and Bang-
ladeshis, with numbers ranging from 
just above 200 detections in the case of 
Bangladeshis to roughly 900 with regard 
to Algerians. The number of detected Al-
gerians and Libyans ran relatively sta-
ble compared with 2016, while those of 
Turkish nationals, Iranians, Moroccans 
and Bangladeshis all registered decreases 
(-33%, -78%, -86% and -64%, respectively).

These top ten nationalities amounted 
to 15 570 illegal border-crossings between 
BCPs, or roughly 94% of detections re-
ported in 2017.

Overall, they were mostly reported 
(13 387) along the Serbia-centred land 
route. But also, along the emerging sub-
route via Greece–Albania–Montenegro–
Bosnia and Herzegovina–Croatia (2 095).

Pakistanis, Afghans, Iraqis, Bangla-
deshis and Syrians were largely reported 
along the Serbia-centred route, trying to 
enter the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia from Greece, or trying to exit 
the region at Serbia’s common borders 
with Hungary, Croatia and Romania.

Turkish nationals generally travel le-
gally to the region (especially by air to Sa-
rajevo airport) before trying to reach the 
EU illegally. As in previous years, they 
were largely detected by Croatia and Bos-
nia and Herzegovina at their common 
border, and, to lesser extent, at Serbia’s 

common borders with Bosnia and Her-
zegovina, Hungary and Croatia.

Iranians were mostly detected by the 
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 
on exit towards Greece, but also at Ser-
bia’s common borders with Hungary, 
Croatia and Romania. Most of the de-
tections (58%) occurred between Septem-
ber and December, largely coinciding 
with Belgrade’s decision to waive visas 
for Iranians.

It could be observed that Moroccans, 
Algerians and Libyans accounted for a 

larger share of the detections along the 
emerging sub-route (via Albania-Mon-
tenegro-Bosnia and Herzegovina-Croa-
tia) than they did along the traditional 
Serbia-centred land route. This may be 
related to the general profile of these mi-
grants (mostly young males, unaccompa-
nied by family or children) which allows 
them greater freedom in exploring new 
routes and opportunities. In the second 
half of 2017 more Syrians were also re-
ported along the sub-route as it became 
more attractive.
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Figure 26.  Algerians, Moroccans, Libyans and Syrians accounted for the 
largest share of the migration pressure (50%) along the emerging sub-route 
via Greece–Albania–Montenegro–HRV/BIH–HRV; meanwhile they accounted 
for 13% of detections along the Serbia-centred land route
Illegal border-crossings between BCPs by the top ten non-regional nationalities along the main sections of the Serbia-centred land-route (top) and 
along the main sections of the emerging sub-route (bottom)

Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February 2018
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Together, Moroccans, Algerians, Lib-
yans and Syrians accounted for almost 
50% of all detections reported along the 
emerging sub-route and at intra-regional 
borders adjacent to it in 2017. The same 
nationalities only accounted for 13% of 
the total detections along the main Ser-
bia-centred route, which indicates an 
increased preference for this new travel 
alternative.

A low number of Tunisians (18) and 
Egyptians (7) were also detected along 
the emerging sub-route. Together with 
the already mentioned Moroccans, Al-
gerians and Libyans they brought the 
number of North Africans detected for 
illegal border-crossing between BCPs 
along this sub-route to 761 in 2017 (al-
most half of all North Africans detected 
at regional level).

From a different perspective, North 
Africans accounted for roughly 33% of 
all detections reported along the sub-
route and for just 6% of the total detec-
tions along the main Serbia-centred land 
route.

As already mentioned, the preference 
of North Africans for the new sub-route 
could be explained through their pro-
files, which allow them more freedom 
in searching for options and exploiting 
emerging opportunities.

In order to raise awareness of Western 
Balkan border police forces and increase 
their capabilities of detecting possible 
travelling terrorists, Frontex RAU worked 
together with experts from the region 
to elaborate a booklet containing a set 
of common risk indicators. To facilitate 
its use, the booklet was translated into 
three regional and local languages.

In October 2017, the Soufan Center assessed that out of the over 40 000 foreign-
ers that joined Daesh from more than 110 countries, around 5 600 from 33 dif-
ferent countries have returned home. The number of FTFs from the Western 
Balkans is estimated to be around 845.

In July 2017, the Radicalisation Awareness Network estimated that about 30% 
of over 5 000 Foreign Terrorist Fighters (FTFs) who resided in Europe, and left to 
Syria, Iraq or Libya, returned back to the continent. INTCEN assesses that about 
1 400 have returned to Europe, while over 900 are presumed dead. This implies 
that circa 2 500 European FTFs are still close to combat zones or unaccounted for.

Data on FTFs is neither exhaustive nor standardised. This said, the follow-
ing infographic offers a contextual understanding of the magnitude of the om-
nipresent threat from Daesh’s global ranks.

Source: TSC, October 2017
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4.2. Increase in migration pressure observed at BCPs

4.2.1. Illegal border‑crossings at BCPs

In 2017, approximately 2  300 non-re-
gional migrants were detected while 
trying to cross at BCPs illegally, most of 
them hiding in vehicles. This figure was 
71% higher than in 2016.

This 71% rise is hardly surprising, 
since the authorities continued to rein-
force border-control measures and im-
plement procedures, which made illegal 
border-crossing significantly more diffi-
cult. This apparently forced migrants to 
revert to the less convenient (and likely 
more expensive) alternative of crossing 
the borders through BCPs.

By and large, the detected illegal border-
crossings at BCPs were reported on both 
sides of the Croatian-Serbian border sec-
tion, chiefly during the first half of 2017. 
Specifically, this section reported roughly 
1 570 non-regional migrants trying to travel 
illegally through BCPs by hiding in means 
of transport. Most of these detections oc-
curred between January and June (roughly 
1 400), after which migrants began shift-
ing towards the green border, likely as a 
result of enhanced controls at BCPs.

The Greek-Albanian, Serbian-Bosnian 
and Herzegovinian and Albanian-Monte-
negrin borders were the second, third and 

fourth busiest sections, respectively, as re-
gards detections of non-regional migrants 
at BCPs. Together these sections detected 
roughly 390 non-regional migrants ille-
gally crossing at BCPs in 2017. This is not a 
substantial number, but it is significantly 
above what was reported by the same sec-
tions in 2016 (42). Considering the locations 
of the mentioned sections, this reported 
increase points to the fact that migrants 
began perceiving the emerging Greek–Al-
banian-Montenegrin-Bosnian and Herze-
govinian sub-route as an attractive travel 
option through the Western Balkans.

The Hungarian–Serbian border sec-
tion ranked fifth in detections during 
2017 with only 53 non-regional migrants 
reported at BCPs, a significant decrease 
compared with 2016 when 322 detections 
were recorded. Most likely, this decrease 
was the result of the enhanced border-
control measures in Hungary as well as 
the new working procedures whereby 
detected migrants are processed in spe-
cial transit zones at the borders with no 
possibility to abscond inland.

Afghan, Pakistani, Syrian, Algerian 
and Iraqi were the top five reported na-
tionalities, respectively, together ac-
counting for 88% of all non-regional 
migrants detected at BCPs.

4.2.2. Document fraud cases in the 
region

The six partners in the Western Balkans 
reported some 631 cases of document 
fraud involving non-regional migrants 
in 2017. This represents a significant 
increase compared with 2016 (over a 
three-fold rise) and the largest number 
reported since data collection began in 
2009. This increase was largely linked to 
detected Iranian (223 cases) and Turkish 
(150 cases) nationals.

As regards the top seven reported 
document fraudster, Iranian and Turk-
ish nationals were followed by Chinese 
(39 cases), Afghans (37 cases), Pakistanis 
(29 cases), Indians (21 cases) and Syrians 
(11 cases). Together these seven nation-
alities accounted for over 81% of all re-
ported cases in 2017.

Most of these top seven nationalities 
were reported by Serbia.

Most Iranians were reported at Serbia’s 
airports and, to a lesser extent, while try-
ing to transit the country’s land borders 
with Hungary or Croatia, especially after 
Belgrade’s decision to grant them visa-
free travel. Turkish nationals were re-
ported largely on exit from Serbia towards 
Hungary or Croatia at the land borders 

Figure 27.  Top detected non-regional document fraudsters by the six Western Balkan countries in 2017; Serbia 
reported the largest share of detections; Serbia’s air and land border sections were the most affected
Document fraud cases by non-regional migrants in the six regional WB-RAN countries
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and also while trying to travel through 
Serbia’s airports. Montenegro also re-
ported Turkish nationals largely at its 
air borders. Chinese, the third most de-
tected document fraudsters, at its land 
border with Hungary and, to a lesser ex-
tent, at its airports.

Turkish nationals, Iranians and Chi-
nese, in this order were the 6th, 7th and 
25th most detected nationalities illegally 
crossing the borders at and between BCPs, 
as reported by regional partners and 
neighbouring EU Member States in 2017. 

None of these three nationalities was a 
significant part of the migration flow trav-
elling by land from Greece/Bulgaria via 
the Western Balkans region. All of them 
tend to prefer a more sophisticated travel 

method and avoid illegal border-crossings 
at the green borders whenever possible. 
This suggests that they can afford more 
comfortable illegal travel options.

Afghan (37) and Pakistani (29) were 
the fourth and fifth non-regional nation-
alities, respectively reported for docu-
ment fraud by Western Balkans partners 
in 2017. As mentioned, most detections 
were reported by Serbia, especially at its 
air borders, largely on entry to the coun-
try but also at its common borders with 
Hungary and Croatia, largely on exit. 
Afghans and Pakistanis were a signifi-
cant part of the non-regional migration 
flow detected also for illegal border-cross-
ing at the green borders in 2017, where 
they were the top detected nationalities.

Indians were the sixth most detected 
document fraudsters in the Western Bal-
kans region, with 21 cases in 2017. Most 
of these cases occurred at Montenegro’s 
and Serbia’s air borders, largely on entry 
and, to a lesser extent, on exit at Serbia’s 
land borders with Hungary and Croatia. 
These nationals are not part of the tradi-
tional migration flow transiting the re-
gion from Turkey over land.

In 2017, the six Western Balkans re-
gional partners reported only 11 Syrians 
for document fraud, making them the 
seventh most reported nationality. Most 
of them were detected on exit from Ser-
bia towards Hungary across the common 
land border and, to a lesser extent, try-
ing to leave Serbia by air.

4.3. Changes in visa policies which could increase 
migration pressure at the borders

The year 2017 and the first two months of 
2018 brought new developments in the 
Serbian visa regime – the Serbian gov-
ernment unilaterally removed visa re-
quirements18 for citizens of Iran, India, 
Indonesia, Guinea-Bissau, Suriname, 
the Bahamas, Barbados, Colombia, Ja-
maica, Saint Vincent and the Gren-
adines, Paraguay and the United Arab 
Emirates. The Serbian authorities are 
also planning to introduce a visa waiver 
for citizens of Azerbaijan, Armenia and 
Georgia. (The nationals of the countries 
highlighted in blue do require Schen-
gen visa).

Open source information indicates 
that nationals of other countries which 
include Vietnam or Saudi Arabia, could 
also become visa-exempt when travel-
ling to Serbia in the future.

The changes in Serbia’s visa policy 
could provide an option for would-be mi-
grants to legally approach the common 
borders with EU Member States before 
trying to continue their journeys ille-
gally. It is worth noting that Turkey’s 

18 Respectively Annex II & I of Regulation 
(EC) No 539/2001.

liberal visa policy is likely exploited by 
would-be migrants (e.g. North Africans) 
in a similar manner.

In relation to the recent decisions 
of Serbia, the most relevant develop-
ment was observed in the case of Irani-
ans. Specifically, since September 2017, 
the Serbian authorities have reported 
an increase in the number of Irani-
ans trying to exit the country illegally. 
At the same time, Croatia, Hungary 

and Romania started to report larger 
numbers of Iranians on entry. These 
increases suggest that these nation-
als are taking advantage of easier ac-
cess to Serbia in order to cross illegally 
into the EU over land.

An increase was also reported at the 
land border between Greece and the for-
mer Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 
largely attributed to migrants who did 
not manage to leave Serbia through its 
northern borders, and thus headed south 
in search of alternative options from 
Greece.
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Figure 28.  Increase in migration pressure exerted by Iranians at Serbia’s 
northern common borders with the EU after visa-waiver decision; more 
Iranians travelling towards Greece via the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia in November
Illegal border crossings at and between BCPs by Iranians at the regional and common borders of the Western Balkans in 2017

Source: WB-RAN data as of 18 January 2018
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In parallel, an increase in Iranians 
presenting fraudulent documents at land 
and air border control points has also 
been noted (Figure 29). Serbia detected 
the majority of the cases on exit, largely 
preventing their illegal movement to EU 
Member States. Nonetheless, some mi-
grants did manage to cross the borders 
using fraudulent documents.

Iranian nationals generally arrive in 
Serbia by air from Turkey (Istanbul and An-
kara airports). Moreover, in March 2018, 
Iran’s national air company – ‘Iran Air’ 
started operating two direct flights be-
tween Belgrade and Tehran per week with 
a seating capacity of about 600 persons. 
Another Iranian carrier – ‘Qeshm Air’ be-
gan ad hoc charter flights from Tehran in 
mid-February. These new direct connec-
tions will create conditions for additional 
arrivals of Iranian nationals and for other 
nationalities travelling from Iran to Serbia.

A total of 509 refusals of entry were 
issued to Iranians by Western Balkan 
countries and neighbouring EU Mem-
ber States at the common and regional 
borders in 2017.

The vast majority of these decisions 
were issued by Serbia at its air border es-
pecially after September 2017 and, to a 
lesser extent, by Serbia’s neighbouring 
EU Member States and regional coun-
tries. The timing of the increase also co-
incides with the decision to waive visa 
requirements for Iranians.

The fact that most decisions to refuse 
entry were issued by Serbia tends to val-
idate available operational information 
according to which Serbia has enhanced 
its efforts to counter any escalation of 
migration by Iranians and is conducting 
profiling of these nationals at its BCPs.
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Figure 29.  Increase in document fraud cases involving Iranian nationals, at 
the land and air borders with Serbia after the visa waiver decision was taken 
in September 2017
Document Fraud cases involving Iranian nationals at the common borders/air connections with Serbia in 2017

Source: EDF and WB-RAN data as of 18 January 2018
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5. Risk of irregular migration by 
nationals of Western Balkan countries
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Figure 30.  The regional migration flow mostly affected Greece’s borders with Albania and the former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia and, to a lesser extent, other sections in the north of the region
Illegal border-crossings at and between BCPs by regional migrants
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5.1. Illegal border‑crossings at the regional and common 
borders with the EU

All six Western Balkan countries, with 
the exception of Kosovo*, are exempt 
from visa requirements when travel-
ling to the EU. Thus, the regional mi-
gration flow mostly consists of persons 
who previously overstayed in EU Mem-
ber States and attempt to travel illegally 
to circumvent entry bans that have been 
imposed on them.

In 2017, there were roughly 10 900 na-
tionals from Western Balkan countries 
detected while illegally crossing the re-
gional and common borders, most of 
which between BCPs (over 10 400). At 
the same time, the 10 900 illegal bor-
der-crossings by regional migrants repre-
sent a 13% increase compared with 2016.

This increase was mostly linked to de-
velopments in the south of the region, 
especially at the border between Greece 
and Albania, where there was a 20% in-
crease in detections compared with 2016.

The common borders between EU 
Member States and regional countries 
in the north of the region also regis-
tered an overall 2% increase in pressure 
compared with 2016. With the excep-
tion of the Hungarian–Serbian border 
section, where the number of detected 
regional migrants dropped by 34% com-
pared with 2016, the rest of the north-
ern common borders reported increases 
in such detections ranging from 41% for 
the border between Bosnia and Herzego-
vina and Croatia to 69% for the Serbian-
Romanian section.

Overall, most of the detections of ille-
gal border-crossing between BCPs by re-
gional migrants (around 76%) continued 
to be reported in the south of the region 
(at Greece’s borders with Albania and the 
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia) 
and were, by and large, associated with 
Albanian circular migration4 to Greece.

Some seasonal variations were ob-
served as regards the number of reported 
illegal border-crossings by regional mi-
grants in 2017. Overall, there was a slight 
increase recorded between February and 
April followed by a stabilisation and 

slight easing of the pressure during the 
summer months, before the numbers 
rose again between August and Octo-
ber. The detections made at the common 
borders between Greece, Albania and 
the former Yugoslav Republic of Mace-
donia accounted for over three quarters 
of all detected illegal border-crossings 
by regional migrants in 2017. Thus, the 
monthly increase or decrease in detec-
tions of illegal border-crossing largely 
reflected seasonal employment oppor-
tunities in agriculture or the tourism 
industry, especially in Greece.

The number of Kosovo* citizens de-
tected for illegal border-crossing re-
mained relatively similar to that of 2016. 
They were the second most detected 

regional citizens accounting for roughly 
12% of the regional flow, after Albani-
ans, who ranked first with an 82% share.

While Albanian migrants were largely 
detected in the south of the region and, 
to a lesser extent, at other border sec-
tions, Kosovo* citizens mostly targeted 
the northern common borders with Hun-
gary and Croatia.

Overall, the number of Kosovo* citi-
zens detected while illegally crossing the 
borders remained largely similar to that 
reported in 2016; the detections also fol-
lowed the same seasonal patterns.

The increase patterns appear largely 
consistent with seasonal employment 
opportunities. Specifically the number 
of detections increased in spring (asso-
ciated with migrants taking on seasonal 
jobs) and at the end of summer (migrants 
returning to work in EU Member States 
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Figure 31.  Seasonal variations in the pressure exerted by regional migrants 
largely influenced by the situation at the southern common borders with 
Greece.
Illegal border-crossings at and between BCPs by regional migrants in 2017

Figure 32.  The number of detected Kosovo* citizens was largely similar to that 
of 2016; the detections also followed the same seasonal patterns
Illegal border-crossings at and between BCPs by Kosovo* citizens in 2016 and 2017

Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February 2018

Source: WB-RAN data as of 2 February 2018
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after summer holidays). This indicates 
that the motivations for migration 
among citizens of Kosovo* are largely 
connected to seeking employment in the 
EU. Moreover, it indicates that many of 
the persons illegally residing/working in 
EU Member States choose to spend their 
summer holidays at home after which 
they try to return to their place of em-
ployment illegally.

Nonetheless, while the number of 
Kosovo* citizens reported for illegal 
border-crossings followed seasonal pat-
terns similar to 2016, their numbers were 
higher between August and October 2017 
compared with the same period of the 
previous year.

The higher pressure registered in 2017 
could have very well been the result of 
the local media hype alleging a new Kos-
ovo* crisis19 in the period September-Oc-
tober. This could indicate the important 
role perception plays in triggering irreg-
ular migration.

This situation created concerns at re-
gional and EU level at the moment it oc-
curred, but the Kosovo* authorities were 
quick to react, setting in place meas-
ures already tested during the unprece-
dented migration outflows from Kosovo* 
observed between Q2 2014 and Q1 2015. 
Considering the decrease in pressure ob-
served throughout November and De-
cember 2017, the implemented measures 
can be regarded as efficient. Moreover, 
in the absence of extraordinary develop-
ments, the fact that these measures are 
kept as a permanent part of the contin-
gency plans of the authorities, is likely 
to mitigate large outflows at the levels of 
those observed in 2014/15 (see textbox).

Illegal border-crossings by other re-
gional nationalities were detected in low 
numbers in 2017 largely similar to those 
registered in 2016.

At regional level, the majority of the 
illegal border-crossings was registered 
between BCPs, while only 485 regional 
migrants were discovered hiding in ve-
hicles. The 485 detections at BCPs in 2017 

19 http://www.koha.net/video/42223/
vale-e-re-ikjesh-nga-kosova/

represent more than a twofold rise over 
2016 and were, by and large, related to 
more Albanians being reported using 
this modus operandi for migration at the 
common border with Greece, especially 
after Albania enhanced its border checks 
on exit in August trying to prevent pos-
sible abuse of visa-free travel to the EU 
by its own citizens.

Following the decrease in the non-
regional flow, the regional migrants 

accounted for roughly 37% of the over-
all migratory pressure in the Western 
Balkans (up from roughly 3% in 2016, 
which still saw mass movements of non-
regional migrants under the application 
of the Western Balkans transit corridor 
until March).

Nonetheless, the regional flow re-
mained largely under control and contin-
ued to exert the highest pressure at the 
southern common borders with Greece.

Certain ‘push/pull factors’ and travel options for would-be Kosovo* migrants 
remain in place: 

 ▪ Economic migration to the EU remains attractive; 
 ▪ Free travel to Serbia based on ID cards for two weeks; 
 ▪ Regular bus connections to Serbia;

A repeat of the mass movement of Kosovo* citizens, seen in late 2014 and 
early 2015, remains nonetheless unlikely, given that: 

 ▪ Kosovo* limited the number of transport licences for public transport compa-
nies operating routes to Serbia (so although the demand for tickets may sud-
denly increase in case of a crisis, increasing the number of buses may not be 
possible as it was a few years ago); 

 ▪ Hungary has installed a two-layer obstacle at their border with Serbia mak-
ing it more difficult to cross undetected; 

 ▪ Migrants detected on Hungarian territory are processed in transit zones/centres 
at the border with Serbia, thus not allowing onward movements (this could 
deter further departures and possibly even transit via Romania to Hungary); 

 ▪ Joint controls were carried out on trains travelling between Hungary and Aus-
tria successfully preventing the onward movements of Kosovo* citizens at the 
time of the crisis; such measures could be reactivated if needed; 

 ▪ Serbia allows returns to Kosovo* over land thus making the process much 
quicker than before.

Measures implemented during the crisis of 2014/15 proved efficient and some 
were reactivated in 2017: 

 ▪ Cooperation between Kosovo* police and Ministry of Infrastructure remains 
in place for issues related to transport licences and checks of transport com-
panies which would facilitate mass-movements to Serbia; 

 ▪ Detailed checks performed on buses and taxis linking Kosovo* and Serbia; 
 ▪ Interviews and profiling were conducted by Kosovo* police at the adminis-

trative boundary line to prevent exits of persons aiming to migrate illegally 
to the EU.

Lessons learned: 
 ▪ The Kosovo* authorities remain aware of the migration potential; 
 ▪ The measures previously implemented were triggered pre-emptively in 2017 

when the rumours of mass migration emerged (increase control on exit, con-
trol on buses and taxis, profiling etc.). 

 ▪ The authorities closely follow media reports related to a possible new mi-
gration crisis.

Source: Kosovo* Police/WB-RAN Guest analysts Workshop
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5.2. Illegal stay in the EU

In 2017, almost 49 000 illegal stayers 
from the Western Balkans region were 
reported at EU Member State/Schengen 
Associated Country level, a figure 9% 
higher than in 2016 but 18% lower than 
in 2015. Nevertheless, of the total num-
ber of detections in 2017, 44 600 were of 
citizens of the five visa-exempt countries 
and 4 100 of Kosovo* citizens.

Amongst the five visa-exempt nation-
alities, the overall number of detected 
illegal stayers in the EU/Schengen As-
sociated Countries rose by 17% compared 
with 2016. With the exception of Alba-
nian nationals whose numbers remained 
largely on a par with those recorded in 
2016 (a minor 3% rise), the rest of the 
visa-free Western Balkan migrants reg-
istered significant increases (i.e. rang-
ing from 29% for nationals of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina to 61% for nationals of the 
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia).

Despite having the lowest increase 
(3%) over 2016, Albanians continued to 
rank top amongst the Western Balkan 
visa-free nationalities reported for ille-
gal stay in 2017, accounting for roughly 
56% of the total detections of these na-
tionalities in EU Member States/Schen-
gen Associated Countries.

In August 2017, the Albanian Minis-
try of Interior developed specific working 
procedures to prevent Albanian nation-
als from misusing the visa-free travel 

scheme to the EU. These procedures re-
quire specific checks to establish whether 
each Albanian citizen trying to leave the 
country actually fulfils all the travel and 
stay conditions in the EU. In cases of 
doubt, more thorough checks and in-
terviews are performed. Any previous 
abuse of the visa-free regime is taken 
into consideration during the screening.

Roughly 35% more Serbs were reported 
for illegal stay in EU Member States/
Schengen Associated Countries in 2017 
than in 2016. They continued to rank 
second among the Western Balkan visa-
free nationalities, accounting for a 26% 
share of their total at EU+ level. The in-
crease in the number of Serbian illegal 
stayers in 2017 was largely due to more 
detections reported by Hungary and, to 
a lesser extent, by Germany and Austria.

Nationals of the former Yugoslav Re-
public of Macedonia ranked third among 
the visa-free nationalities from the West-
ern Balkans that were reported as illegal 
stayers in the EU+ in 2017, accounting 
for an 11% share of the total. They reg-
istered a 61% rise compared with 2016. 
Nationals of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
ranked fourth, accounting for a 7% share 
of the total in 2017, after registering a 
29% increase compared with 2016. Mon-
tenegrins ranked last with a 1% share of 
the total.

Most detections of illegal stayers from 
the visa-free Western Balkan countries 
continued to be reported by Germany, 

Hungary, France, Greece and Slovenia, 
whose total numbers accounted for 75% 
of all illegal stayers reported at EU Mem-
ber State/Schengen Associated Country 
level.

Hungary registered the highest in-
crease compared with 2016 (+128% mostly 
related to detected Serbs), followed by 
Slovenia (a 68% increase largely linked 
to Albanians and nationals of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina), while the rest of the 
top six reporting countries showed rel-
atively stable detections compared with 
2016 (-5% for Germany, +9% for France 
and no real change for Greece).

As in previous years, Albanians were 
the most reported nationality in each of 
the top six countries, with the exception 
of Hungary, where Serbs returning from 
the EU were most numerous.

Overall, the number of illegal stayers 
from Kosovo* registered a 36% decrease 
compared with 2016 and a 74% drop com-
pared with 2015. These developments are 
largely in line with the subsiding migra-
tory outflows from Kosovo* after Q1 2015.

Germany continued to report the 
highest number of illegal stayers from 
Kosovo* followed by Switzerland, Croa-
tia and Austria.

After the outflow from Kosovo* sub-
sided in March 2015, the total number 
of these nationals detected for illegal 
stay in Hungary and Austria decreased 
significantly from almost 5 200 in 2015 
to roughly 500 in 2016 and also in 2017.
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5.3. Document fraud in EU Member States/Schengen 
Associated Countries

In 2017, there were 3 282 nationals of 
the five visa-exempt Western Balkan 
countries and 54 Kosovo* citizens re-
ported using false documents on intra-
EU/Schengen travel. Most cases were 
reported by the UK, Italy, Ireland and 
France.

As regards nationalities, similar to 
the situation of illegal border-crossings 
between BCPs at the external borders, 
the vast majority of false document us-
ers from the Western Balkans reported 
on intra-EU/Schengen travel were Alba-
nians, accounting for 94% of all cases re-
ported in 2017.

Albanian fraudulent document users 
on intra-EU/Schengen travel were largely 
reported by the UK, Italy, France and Ire-
land (roughly 62% of all 3 147 detections of 
Albanian document fraudsters on intra-
EU/Schengen travel). While most cases 

detected by the UK and Ireland were on 
entry to their territories, Italy and France 
reported most document fraud cases by 
Albanians on exit from their territories, 
as the mentioned nationals were trying 
to largely reach the UK.

In fact, the UK and Ireland were the 
top targeted destinations for roughly 
85% of Albanian document fraudsters de-
tected on intra-EU/Schengen travel while 
trying to exit the territories of other EU 
Member States.

In terms of used fraudulent docu-
ments, Albanians seemed to continue 
preferring Italian, Greek and Romanian 
travel documents, largely ID cards and, 
to a lesser extent, passports and bor-
der stamps.

Contrasting with the situation of Al-
banians, Serbs were the second most 
detected document fraudsters from 

the Western Balkan region reported on 
 intra-EU/Schengen travel, with a total of 
67 detections in 2017, a number roughly 
on a par with that registered in 2016. 
They were mostly reported by Slovenia 
either on entry or on exit at its land bor-
der section with Croatia.

Overall, in 2017 there were 3 636 false 
documents used by the visa-exempt na-
tionals of the Western Balkan countries 
(3 570) and Kosovo* (66) throughout 2017 
on intra-EU/Schengen travel, numbers 
largely similar to those recorded in 2016. 
Most of these documents were issued by 
EU Member States/Schengen Associated 
Countries.

AT EU level, 75% of the document 
fraud cases involving citizens of the 
Western Balkans countries were reported 
on intra-EU/Schengen movements and 
only 14% on entry at the external borders.
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6. Risk of non‑regional migrants 
using the international protection 
system in the Western Balkans as  
a way to avoid detention and continue 
their transit

6.1. Description of the threat

There were no major changes in terms 
of migrants using the international pro-
tection systems in the Western Balkans 
as a way to avoid detention and continue 
their trips compared with the situation 
in the previous years, aside from an over-
all decrease in the number of detections 
following the closure of the transit cor-
ridor in 2016.The situation continued to 
stabilise throughout 2017.

Specifically, in Serbia in 2016 there 
were roughly 6 200 registered expres-
sions of intention to claim asylum, 
while only 232 migrants actually filled 
in an official application. After express-
ing their intention to claim asylum, 
migrants were free to reach reception 
centres and lodge an official request. 
Nonetheless, as the statistics show, 
most of them chose not to follow-up 
on their expressed intention, although 

benefiting from accommodation and 
support in the centres.

Over the past two years, irregular 
travel across the region has become more 
difficult, resulting in a number of mi-
grants becoming stranded at certain lo-
cations along the route.

in 2016, many of the migrants com-
pletely refused to be accommodated in 
Serbian reception centres even organis-
ing protests, demanding that the bor-
ders be reopened and making it clear 
that they did not wish to remain in Ser-
bia. Similar protests were reported in 
Bulgaria, following the reinforcement 
of the border with Serbia at the end of 
July 2016.

Nonetheless, as migrants realised 
that the borders would not be reopened, 
a large number of these persons accepted 
accommodation in the reception cen-
tres in Serbia. As a result, the largest 
share of the migrants estimated to be in 

Serbia in 2017 were reportedly accommo-
dated in reception facilities, although 
some still opted for other locations (aban-
doned buildings, parks, or areas close 
to the northern common borders with 
Croatia and Hungary) in the hope that 
they would succeed in continuing their 
journeys.

Given the enhanced security meas-
ures introduced at Serbia’s common bor-
ders with Hungary, Croatia and Romania 
it is likely that migrants stranded in Ser-
bia contributed to the observed migra-
tion pressure on the respective sections, 
often through unsuccessful attempts to 
cross the border illegally.

It is also likely that after failing to 
move on, the migrants would go (return) 
to reception centres in order to rethink 
their travel options and/or benefit from 
the support the state authorities offer. 
It remains possible that such registra-
tions are made under different claimed 
identities and/or in different centres, a 
practice which could lead to higher esti-
mates of so-called new arrivals to Serbia.

The estimated number of stranded 
migrants in Serbia fluctuated between 
7 800 in January to 4 300 in December 
2017. This decrease could be explained 
through different factors, such as suc-
cessful crossings to EU Member States, 
legal admission into Hungary’s tran-
sit zones (at a rate of roughly 50–100 
per week in 2017) or reorientation to-
wards other travel alternatives (e.g. re-
verse flows, transit to other regional 
countries).
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Figure 33.  Ratios between expressed intention and official applications for 
asylum in Serbia indicate misuse of international protection system
Number of migrants entering the stages of asylum procedure in Serbia in 2017

Source: Serbian data reported in the WB-RAN, as of 2 February 2018
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Whichever the case, the decreasing 
presence of migrants even in the cold 
season (when persons would be more 
prone to make use of reception facilities) 
indicates a decrease in the attractiveness 
of the Serbia-centred migration route 
through the Western Balkans.

A situation similar to the one reported 
by Serbia began being observed by the 
authorities in Albania, Montenegro and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina towards the end 
of 2017 and into January 2018. In essence, 
more of the migrants began expressing 
their intention to claim asylum upon 
being detected for illegal border-cross-
ing and then absconded from the re-
ception facilities in order to continue 
their transit.

Reacting to this situation, Montene-
gro passed a new Law on International and 
Temporary Protection of Aliens, which entered 

into force in January 2018. This act fore-
sees that applicants for protection can 
be accommodated in closed reception 
facilities or in special facilities at BCPs 
for the duration of the procedures. In-
terestingly, the adoption of the new act 

apparently led to fewer migrants apply-
ing for protection in Montenegro at the 
beginning of 2018 and opting to be pro-
cessed as irregular migrants even if they 
run the risk of being subjected to removal 
orders/readmission procedures.
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Figure 34.  Decreasing estimated migrant presence in Serbia
Migrant presence on Serbian territory by type of accommodation

Source: UNHCR Serbia Snapshot – January 2018
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7. Risk of firearms and drugs smuggling 
at the regional and common borders

7.1. Firearms

7.1.1. The border dimension – 
description of the threat

In an attempt to create a better under-
standing of the international dimen-
sions of firearms smuggling in the region 
and work towards more efficient solu-
tions through coherent and concerted 
regional approaches, the Frontex Risk 
Analysis Unit together with represent-
atives of Western Balkan countries, tak-
ing part in the WB-RAN, agreed to set in 
place a regular data exchange related to 
cases of firearms possession/smuggling 
detected by the border police forces of the 
respective countries.

Provisional definitions/indications 
and a standardised reporting template 
were created for the collection of the 
most relevant information related to 
cases of firearm detection. Following 
these definitions/indications, the in-
formation covering 2015 was collected as 
a result of an organised workshop. The 
process then continued with monthly 
reporting by participating countries 
throughout 2016 and 2017.

As it is still a new initiative, these 
definitions/indications, template and 
the aggregated data are still subject to 
improvement, based on practical expe-
rience, further discussions/proposals 
from participants but also depending 
on available resources.

Overall detections at the borders

In 2017, the border police forces of the 
six regional Western Balkan countries 
continued to detect weapons (firearms,20 
gas-powered21 and converted22 weapons), 
and ammunition during their activi-
ties. At the regional level the reporting 
lists 360 weapons and parts, 15 grenades, 
25 339 rounds of ammunition, 3 kilo-
grams of explosive material, 12 kilograms 
of explosive precursors and two detona-
tors, all detected in 209 cases.

Compared with 2016, the number of 
rounds of ammunition rose by 51%, the 
number of gas weapons/parts registered 
a six fold increase while the number of 
firearms/parts and the quantity of explo-
sive substances or precursors decreased 
(by 9% and by 35 kilograms, respectively). 
Meanwhile 2016 only registered one con-
verted weapon, no detonators and no gre-
nades (2, 2 and 15, respectively, in 2017).

In order to put the assessment into 
perspective, it should be kept in mind 
that the volume of detections in both 
2016 and 2017 remained relatively low 
considering the total length of the bor-
ders in the region.

Serbia continued to rank first in terms 
of detections of weapons/parts, and am-
munition, followed by Bosnia and Her-
zegovina, Kosovo*, Montenegro, Albania 
and the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia.

20 Firearm – factory-made as a firearm
21 Gas weapon – a firearm using com-

pressed gas or low quantity of gunpow-
der; generally not meant to be lethal

22 Converted weapon: initially designed 
as Gas / Signal / Alarm / Pneumatic and 
modified into normal firearm (shoot-
ing projectiles). Also includes reactivated 
weapons (from previously disabled fire-
arms) or weapons modified in any other 
way (ex. semi to fully automatic etc).

At the regional level, among the de-
tected firearms/parts 46 were handguns 
(pistols and revolvers), 53 long rifles or 
shotguns and nine automatic weapons. 
Additionally, for eight of the parts de-
tected it remained unclear to what type 
of firearms they belonged. Of the 242 gas 
weapons/parts, 69 were handguns, while 
173 were long rifles. Both of the converted 
weapons detected were handguns.

Most detections occurred at BCPs

In 2017, most detections occurred at 
BCPs. Specifically, BCP detections con-
tained 21 101 rounds of ammunition, 
240 gas weapons/parts, 54 firearms, one 
converted weapon, three grenades and 
two explosive detonators, 71 rifle scopes 
and two parts of handguns, whose na-
ture remained undetermined at the mo-
ment of reporting.

Overall, Serbia’s BCPs at the borders 
with Bulgaria, with Croatia and Hungary 
reported most weapons in 2017, largely 
on entry to Serbia.

Four firearms and 1 197 rounds of am-
munition were reported at the green 
borders throughout the region. Such 
detections are likely linked to hunters 
without licences or hunting out of sea-
son as the detected firearms were all 
long rifles/shotguns. The authorities 
also detected 44 firearms, two gas-pow-
ered weapons, one converted handgun, 
12 grenades, 12 kilograms of substances 
considered explosive precursors and 
2 946 rounds of ammunition in their area 
of responsibility (generally within 30 km 
of the borders) but not in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the borders. Additionally,  
14 firearms, 95 rounds of ammunition 
and 3 kilograms of explosive substances 
were detected outside the usual area of 
responsibility (more than 30 km inland).
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Mostly citizens of Western Balkans 
countries detected with prohibited 
goods by the border police forces

In 2017, 227 persons were detected car-
rying the reported prohibited goods, 
while in eight cases the perpetrators 
remained unknown (as the goods were 
hidden in common compartments of 
trains or abandoned in the border ar-
eas). The largest part (170) were citizens 
of the countries in the region, followed 
by EU nationals (38), Turkish nationals 
(14) and other third-country nationals 
from outside the region (4). Addition-
ally, one detected person’s nationality 
remained undetermined at the time of 
reporting.

Interestingly, most Turkish nation-
als detected carrying prohibited goods 
(largely gas-powered or firearm hand-
guns) were reported by Serbia on entry 
from Croatia and Bulgaria or on exit to 
the former Yugoslav Republic of Mace-
donia. Some Turkish nationals were also 
reported while trying to leave the region 
through the airports. they generally had 
stranded rounds of ammunition in their 
luggage, and only one handgun was re-
ported in such a case.

Gas-powered weapons imported into 
the region

Gas-powered weapons are not specific to 
the Western Balkans region but they are 
imported legally or illegally especially 
from Turkey or Bulgaria where the legis-
lation on such goods is not as restrictive. 
Such weapons are attractive because they 
can be used for hunting small game and 
possibly because they come at a lower 
price than regular hunting rifles.

7.1.2. Firearms within the region 
– description of the threat (focus 
on Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Montenegro)

Analytical documents developed by rep-
resentatives of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
and Montenegro participating in WB-
RAN and kindly shared with Frontex 

RAU, updated last year’s assessment re-
lated to the presence/trafficking of fire-
arms in the two respective countries 
going beyond detections at the border.

As regards firearms, Bosnia and Her-
zegovina mainly remains a country of 
origin and, to a lesser extent, a transit 
country. Moreover, it is estimated that 
a significant number of people continue 
to illegally possess different types of fire-
arms and explosives left behind after the 
war ended despite various collection and 
destruction campaigns which occurred 
over the past years.

Available information indicates that 
the state authorities of Bosnia and Her-
zegovina are focusing their efforts on 
countering the security issue of firearms 
in the country even in cooperation with 
regional neighbours. In this regard, state 
authorities reported the collection and 
destruction of 10 801 weapons in 2017, 
the highest quantity in years.23

During two years (2015 and 2016) no 
cases of stealing weapons from mili-
tary warehouses were registered, and 
only one such occurrence was reported 
in 2017.

Investigations conducted by the au-
thorities over 2014–2015 have indicated 
that in some cases weapons end up be-
ing trafficked towards other Western 

23 http://www.sarajevotimes.com/10801-pieces-
weapons-collected-destroyed-bih-2017/

Balkan countries or Western Europe, 
however, not in large-scale shipments. 
Detections at BCPs continued to show 
mostly citizens of Bosnia and Herzego-
vina transporting small quantities of 
firearms hidden in their own vehicles. 

The Montenegrin authorities have 
continued to observe that persons have 
relatively easy access to firearms, es-
pecially criminal groups who are more 
prone to disobeying laws. Most of the 
weapons detected were catalogued as 
small and light weapons, although even 
rocket-propelled grenades could be found 
on rare occasions over the past few years. 
Most of the firearms come from past con-
flicts in the region.

The Montenegrin authorities esti-
mate that between 2006 and 2013 sev-
eral tonnes of explosive substances and 
thousands of electric detonators were 
stolen from the Poliex factory in Berane 
(Montenegro). No recent reports of sim-
ilar cases have emerged but there is a 
possibility that the explosives, which 
were stolen in the past, are still being 
traded on the black market. Nonethe-
less, no such cases have been detected 
in the past two years.

In 2016, Montenegro supported by 
the United Nations Development Pro-
gramme ran a campaign (‘Respect life, 
surrender weapons’), which, following 
temporary impunity granted to persons 
who gave up illegally owned weapons, 

Figure 35.  Large quantity of gas-powered weapons detected at BCP Gradina/
Kalotina in April 2017 (‘Grizli 83–2’ – 5.5 mm, ‘Grizli striker’ – 4.5 mm rifles 
(left) and ‘Zoraki’ – 9 mm handguns (right))
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gathered impressive quantities of such 
goods (roughly 2 000 weapons and parts, 
191 mines and explosive devices together 
with over 17 000 rounds of ammunition). 
The results of this campaign indicated 
the general good faith of the population, 
while still highlighting the prevalence 
of firearms in Montenegro.

Montenegro continued its efforts to 
tackle the prevalence of ammunition 
and weapons on their territory24 also in 
2017. Open-source information indicates 
that between January and September 
2017, state authorities destroyed roughly 
1 050 small weapons and parts as well 
as over 36 000 rounds of ammunition.

Over 21 000 rounds of ammunition  
were destroyed in an event which was 
seen as a joint effort by the Police, 
 Ministry of Interior and citizens. In the 
framework of this event, the Ministry 
of Interior destroyed rounds of ammuni-
tion confiscated during its activities, as 
well as surrendered by the citizens dur-
ing the ‘Respect life, surrender weap-
ons’ campaign of 2016.

24 http://www.me.undp.org/content/
montenegro/en/home/presscenter/
articles/2017/10/20/from-its-citizens-to-
law-enforcement-montenegro-united-
in-destroying-its-ammunition.html

7.2. Drugs

7.2.1. Description of the threat at 
the borders

In terms of illicit drug trafficking at the 
regional level, cannabis remained the 
most commonly detected substance, 
most of it grown in the region and traf-
ficked internally or to the EU. Available 
information indicates that over 23 tonnes 
of this drug were detected by Albania, 
Montenegro Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
Kosovo* in 2017, with most of these re-
porting countries registering increases 
over the previous year.

The same countries also reported de-
tections of heroin, but generally the 
seized quantities were small (roughly 
35 kg). Other drugs such as cocaine and 
amphetamines were also reported, but 
the quantities detected at the borders 
were small.

Albania’s mild climate, isolated rural 
areas together with experienced groups 
involved in drug smuggling have all con-
tributed to the country’s status as a long-
time top regional producer of cannabis.25

In the first quarter of 2014, the Al-
banian authorities performed complex 

25 http://globalganjareport.com/node/767

operations aimed at disrupting the cul-
tivation and processing of cannabis and 
other drugs in the areas of Lazarat and 
Dukagjin.

As a result, the production capacity 
of local groups was reduced and, along 
with it, the detection of smuggled drugs 
shrank as well. Namely, most of the can-
nabis detected by Albania at its borders 
in 2014 was reported before the men-
tioned interventions and the quantities 
reported in the following months of 2014 
and in 2015 were smaller.

In 2016 and 2017, however, crim-
inal groups appeared to have steadily 
regained their cultivation capabilities.

This fluctuation in production capa-
bilities affected the price of cannabis on 
the black market. Specifically, as produc-
tion was significantly impaired by the 
police actions of 2014 in Albania, Monte-
negro (an important transit country for 
regionally produced cannabis) observed 
that the price for one kilogram of canna-
bis went from roughly EUR 500 in 2013 
to EUR 1 000 in 2015 signalling scarcity 
in the market.

In 2016 and 2017 the observed price 
for one kilogram of cannabis dropped 
to EUR 350–400 signalling that crimi-
nal groups regained production capabili-
ties and the cannabis availability on the 
market increased despite larger quanti-
ties being confiscated (over 23 tonnes at 
regional level in 2017).

Similar to the situation in the past, 
the Albanian authorities detected most of 
the smuggled cannabis at the country’s 
sea border both at and between BCPs.

Continuing their efforts against can-
nabis production, the Albanian author-
ities adopted a national plan against 
cultivation and trafficking of cannabis 
in 2017. Under this plan, all national 
law enforcement agencies, international 
partners and local authorities work to-
gether to stem criminal groups’ abilities 
to grow and traffic this narcotic. Also un-
der the plan, Albanian border police con-
duct checks in the area of competence 
near the borders detecting and destroy-
ing a number of cannabis plants being 
cultivated in open areas.

Figure 36.  Action in Montenegro to destroy excess ammunition in 2017
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Annex Table 1.  Overview of indicators

2015 2016 2017 % change on prev. year

WB-RAN Indicator 

Illegal border-crossing between BCPs 2 081 366 270 595 26 979 -90

Illegal border-crossing at BCPs 1 140 1 552 2 775 79

Facilitators 1 980 1 155 763 -34

Illegal stay 8 208 7 105 10 513 48

Refusals of entry 41 800 45 437 53 088 17

Asylum applications* 218 559 106 472 73 877 -31

False travel-document users** 931 855 1 636 91

* Applications for asylum for EU Member States include all applications received in the territory of the countries and are not limited to those made at Western Balkan borders.
** Reported by the six regional partners

8. Statistical annexes

LEGEND

Symbols and abbreviations: n.a. not applicable
 : data not available
Source: WB-RAN and FRAN data as of 22 January 2018, unless otherwise indicated.
Note:   ‘Member States’ in the tables refer to FRAN Member States, including both 

28 EU Member States and three Schengen Associated Countries
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Annex Table 2.  Illegal border-crossings between BCPs
Detections reported by Western Balkan and neighbouring countries by top ten border sections and top ten nationalities

2015 2016 2017
% change on 

prev. year Share of total Highest share

Top Five Border Sections Nationality

Hungary-Land-Serbia 218 918 26 831 8 828 -67 33 Pakistan (46%)
Albania-Land-Greece 12 315 7 133 8 154 14 30 Albania (91%)
Greece-Land-the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia 704 865 126 835 3 786 -97 14 Pakistan (24%)

Romania-Land-Serbia  958  648 1 481 129 5.5 Iraq (45%)
Croatia-Land-Serbia 557 551 103 716 1 452 -99 5.4 Afghanistan (29%)
Others 586 759 5 432 3 278 -40 12 Albania (13%)

Top Ten Nationalities Border section

Albania 12 782 7 594 8 552 13 32 Albania-Land-Greece (86%)
Pakistan 32 549 9 939 5 528 -44 20 Hungary-Land-Serbia (73%)
Afghanistan 314 406 47 991 4 594 -90 17 Hungary-Land-Serbia (62%)
Syria 709 920 53 110 1 470 -97 5.4 Greece-Land-the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (27%)
Iraq 141 536 23 731 1 281 -95 4.7 Romania-Land-Serbia (52%)
Kosovo* 23 958 1 249 1 274 2.0 4.7 Hungary-Land-Serbia (39%)
Algeria 1 524  956  921 -3.7 3.4 Greece-Land-the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (28%)
Turkey  592  758  508 -33 1.9 Bosnia and Herzegovina-Land-Croatia (63%)
Iran 20 196 2 135  473 -78 1.8 Greece-Land-the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (37%)
Libya  340  347  379 9.2 1.4 Greece-Land-the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (33%)
Others 823 563 122 785 1 999 -98 7.4 Hungary-Land-Serbia (22%)

Total 2081 366 270 595 26 979 -90 100

* This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.

Annex Table 3.  Illegal border-crossings at BCPs
Detections reported by Western Balkan and neighbouring countries, top five border sections and top ten nationalities 

2015 2016 2017
% change on prev. 

year Share of total Highest share

Top Five Border Sections Nationality

Croatia-Land-Serbia  50  643 1 574 145 57 Afghanistan (86%)
Albania-Land-Greece  83  72  498 592 18 Albania (60%)
Bosnia and Herzegovina-Land-Serbia  3  3  118 n.a. 4.3 Afghanistan (56%)
Albania-Land-Montenegro  3  33  89 170 3.2 Syria (40%)
Hungary-Land-Serbia  213  329  65 -80 2.3 Afghanistan (71%)
Others  788  472  431 -8.7 16 Albania (22%)

Top Ten Nationalities Reporting Country

Afghanistan  425  580 1 535 165 55 Serbia (62%)
Albania  147  138  401 191 14 Albania (82%)
Pakistan  10  108  175 62 6.3 Serbia (48%)
Syria  331  185  125 -32 4.5 Albania (74%)
Algeria  11  101  112 11 4.0 Albania (79%)
Iraq  73  44  68 55 2.5 Albania (35%)
Kosovo*  49  31  57 84 2.1 Kosovo* (25%)
Libya  0  19  42 121 1.5 Albania (55%)
Germany  0  7  29 314 1.0 Montenegro (100%)
Turkey  2  19  25 32 0.9 Croatia (32%)
Others  92  320  206 -36 7.4 Montenegro (35%)

Total 1 140 1 552 2 775 79 100

* This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.
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Annex Table 4.  Facilitators
Detections reported by Western Balkan and neighbouring countries,place of detection and top ten nationalities 

2015 2016 2017
% change on 

prev. year Share of total Highest share

Place of Detection Nationality

Land 1 781 1 001  584 -42 77 Serbia (27%)
Inland  188  153  163 6.5 21 Serbia (74%)
Sea  5  0  12 n.a. 1.6 Albania (50%)
Air  6  1  4 n.a. 0.5 Turkey (100%)

Top Ten Nationalities Reporting Country

Serbia 1 090  547  278 -49 36 Serbia (85%)
Albania  179  119  138 16 18 Greece (66%)
Greece  98  74  76 2.7 10 Greece (99%)
Bosnia and Herzegovina  31  21  42 100 5.5 Bosnia and Herzegovina (86%)
Bulgaria  174  131  36 -73 4.7 Bulgaria (75%)
Turkey  14  12  21 75 2.8 Albania (24%)
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia  95  69  19 -72 2.5 Greece (42%)
Not specified  56  49  19 -61 2.5 Serbia (53%)
Croatia  16  5  13 160 1.7 Bosnia and Herzegovina (38%)
Romania  22  9  13 44 1.7 Romania (85%)
Others  205  119  108 -9.2 14 Serbia (25%)

Total 1 980 1 155  763 -34 100

Annex Table 5.  Illegal stay
Detections reported by Western Balkan and neighbouring countries, place of detection and top ten nationalities 

2015 2016 2017
% change on 

prev. year Share of total Highest share

Place of Detection Nationality

Land 4 601 3 850 7 057 83 67 Serbia (61%)
Inland 3 170 2 492 3 426 37 33 Serbia (15%)
Not specified  437  763  30 -96 0.3 Russia (13%)

Top Ten Nationalities Reporting Country

Serbia 2 932 2 814 4 862 73 46 Hungary (87%)
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia  428  397 1 511 281 14 Hungary (91%)
Albania  631  789 1 024 30 9.7 Hungary (60%)
Bosnia and Herzegovina  271  253  403 59 3.8 Hungary (43%)
Kosovo*  163  142  279 96 2.7 Hungary (34%)
Montenegro  140  117  244 109 2.3 Hungary (70%)
Turkey  271  263  204 -22 1.9 Bosnia and Herzegovina (32%)
Italy  66  104  174 67 1.7 Albania (88%)
Russia  100  134  153 14 1.5 Montenegro (52%)
Afghanistan  228  234  130 -44 1.2 Serbia (45%)
Others 2 978 1 858 1 529 -18 15 Serbia (44%)

Total 8 208 7 105 10 513 48 100

* This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.
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Annex Table 6.  Refusals of entry
Refusals reported by Western Balkan and neighbouring countries, border type and top ten nationalities 

2015 2016 2017 % change on prev. year Share of total Highest share

Border Type Nationality

Land 37 146 42 167 48 965 16 92 Albania (48%)
Air 4 571 3 193 4 036 26 7.6 Turkey (37%)
Sea  83  77  87 13 0.2 Italy (18%)

Top Ten Nationalities Reporting Country

Albania 10 685 12 928 23 423 81 44 Greece (72%)
Serbia 7 113 6 757 7 479 11 14 Hungary (66%)
Bosnia and Herzegovina 5 069 4 972 4 346 -13 8.2 Croatia (76%)
Turkey 3 898 3 073 2 640 -14 5.0 Serbia (26%)
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 1 805 1 699 2 069 22 3.9 Hungary (41%)
Kosovo* 1 522 1 389 1 766 27 3.3 Bosnia and Herzegovina (49%)
Not specified  982 5 016  911 -82 1.7 Serbia (98%)
Germany  962  715  678 -5.2 1.3 Serbia (65%)
Afghanistan  64  290  613 111 1.2 Croatia (91%)
Bulgaria 1 091  815  592 -27 1.1 Serbia (62%)
Others 8 609 7 783 8 571 10 16 Serbia (42%)

Total 41 800 45 437 53 088 17 100

* This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.

Annex Table 7.  Applications for Asylum (FRAN)
Applications for international protection reported by Western Balkan and top ten nationalities 

2015 2016 2017 % change on prev. year Share of total Highest share

Top Ten Nationalities Reporting Country

Syria 77 182 35 890 19 368 -46 26 Greece (85%)
Iraq 17 358 14 697 12 545 -15 17 Greece (63%)
Afghanistan 54 726 25 703 11 089 -57 15 Greece (68%)
Pakistan 17 753 10 882 9 958 -8.5 13 Greece (90%)
Albania 1 321 1 469 2 461 68 3.3 Greece (100%)
Turkey  429  780 2 132 173 2.9 Greece (86%)
Iran 2 290 3 183 1 849 -42 2.5 Greece (71%)
Algeria  783 1 825 1 496 -18 2 Greece (53%)
Bangladesh 4 922 1 565 1 495 -4.5 2 Greece (93%)
Palestine 1 204 1 140 1 405 23 1.9 Greece (94%)
Others 40 591 9 338 10 079 7.9 14 Greece (87%)

Total 218 559 106 472 73 877 -31 100
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Annex Table 8.  Persons using false documents
Detections reported by Western Balkan countries, border type, document type, fraud type, top ten nationalities

2015 2016 2017 % change on prev. year Share of total Highest share

Border Type Documents

Land  556  637  982 54 60 Albania (20%)
Air  307  187  535 186 33 Italy (24%)
Sea  63  31  104 235 6.4 Albania (25%)
Not specified  5  0  15 n.a. 0.9 Albania (20%)

Document Type Documents

Passports  545  509  948 86 58 Albania (25%)
ID cards  183  189  374 98 23 Italy (40%)
Residence permit  51  58  124 114 7.6 Germany (19%)
Visas  36  37  121 227 7.4 France (24%)
Unknown  9  33  40 21 2.4 Italy (35%)
Stamps  107  29  29 0 1.8 Greece (66%)

Top Ten Nationalities Documents

Albania  370  359  490 36 30 Albania (48%)
Kosovo*  159  200  351 76 21 Serbia (23%)
Iran  11  12  223 n.a. 14 France (17%)
Turkey  60  40  150 275 9.2 Turkey (31%)
Serbia  103  62  122 97 7.5 Serbia (44%)
China  0  0  39 n.a. 2.4 China (41%)
Afghanistan  10  1  37 n.a. 2.3 Pakistan (51%)
Pakistan  17  20  29 45 1.8 Pakistan (41%)

the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia  11  20  22 10 1.3 the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia (55%)

India  3  1  21 n.a. 1.3 Greece (29%)
Others  187  140  152 8.6 9.3 France (13%)

Top Ten Countries of Issuance of Documents Persons

Albania  266  266  253 -4.9 15 Albania (93%)
Italy  74  81  237 193 14 Albania (59%)
Serbia  110  68  142 109 8.7 Kosovo* (56%)
Greece  88  44  113 157 6.9 Albania (66%)
France  21  17  103 506 6.3 Iran (36%)
Germany  18  25  73 192 4.5 Kosovo* (33%)
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia  25  47  73 55 4.5 Kosovo* (68%)
Bulgaria  40  57  70 23 4.3 Turkey (39%)
Turkey  38  12  51 325 3.1 Turkey (90%)
Kosovo*  42  32  43 34 2.6 Kosovo* (95%)
Others  209  206  478 132 29 Iran (25%)

Total  931  855 1 636 91 100

* This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.
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Annex Table 9.  Detections of firearms 
Detections of firearms at the borders reported by Western Balkan countries

Weapons Explosives
Ammunition pieces

Persons 
detected

Number of cases
Firearms Gas Converted Explosives (kg) Grenades

2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017

Total  67  128  116  67  40  242  6  1  2  3  50  15  2  0    15  12 995  16 793  25 339  117  154  226  127  157  209 

Top nationalities involved 2015 2016 2017

SRB 20 33 55

BIH 15 20 43

Kosovo* 27 24 27

ALB 8 8 18

TUR 7 13 14

the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 8 8 14

MNE 6 11 13

BGR 4 6 11

DEU 2 4 5

FRA 1 4

HRV 2 3

Others 20 24 20

Unknown author 11 7 8

Total 128 161 235

* This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

Detections reported for EU Member States for indicators Illegal border-crossing between BCPs, Illegal border-crossing at BCPs, 
Refusals of entry and Persons using false documents are detections at the common land borders on entry only. For Facilita-
tors/people smugglers, detections at the common land borders on entry and exit are included. For Illegal stay, detections at 
the common land borders on exit only are included. For Asylum, all applications (land, sea, air and inland) are included. 

For Western Balkan countries, all indicators – save for Refusals of entry – include detections (applications) on exit and en-
try at the land, sea and air borders. 

Each section in the table (Reporting country, Border type, Place of detection, Top five border section and Top ten nation-
alities) refers to total detections reported by WB-RAN countries and to neighbouring land border detections reported by EU 
Member States.
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